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Activity fee may increase
to offset state budget cuts_

'

By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

Increasing the Murray State
University student activity fee
to help soften the blow of recent
state-mandated budget cuts
may become a reality.
Jim Ba urer, director of the
Curris Center, said an increase
in the student activity fee will
help ease the budget cuts.
"It just reduces the amount of
the cut overall," Baurer said.
"That's the whole reason of
looking at an increase. They're
trying to look at every way
possible to reduce the cut."
Don Robertson, associate vice
president of student affairs, has
been examining the issue of the
student activity fee and has
made a list of what services the
fee should cover.
The list includes athletics,
theater productions, Student
Government Association, Murray Civic Music Association
events, forensics, adult student
services, computer labs, Campus Recreation and other pro-

grams. Baurer said this list of
programs is just an example of
programs that should be
covered by funds derived from
the student activity fee.
"We've looked at several different scenerios," Robertson
said. "We're trying to get a feel.
for what is a reasonable fee increase. Right now, there's been·
no decision made."
"It would mean a doubling (of
the fee) pretty much to cover
these, but students won't go for
that,'' Baurer said.
Although the fee could increase, there would not be an
increase in services offered to
the students, he said.
"The more activities the fee
can fund, the more it will free
up the general fund to cover
other areas on campus such as
academics," Robertson said.
"The real hard sell to
students is that there would be
no increase in services," Saurer
said. "It just means the University might not lose as much
money."

"Services may not increase,
but it will allow us to main~
tain,'' Robertson said. "For the
most part if we maintain what
we've got with a $3 million cut
(from the state), then we're dor
ing pretty good."
Robertson said he believes
most students realize that there
must be an increase in the fe&
to help offset budget cuts, but'
students are not in favor of the:
increases.
"I don't think anyone likes:
the idea of the fee going up,".
Robertson said.
At Wednesday's SGA
meeting, Don Kassing, vice
president for administrative
services, said MSU is consider~
ing increasing funding for
athletics from the activity fee
by $25, making the total
amount each student pay for
athletics $45.
"Right now, $20 goes to th~
Please see FEES
Page~

Alcohol use 'prohibited
By SHANNON BARNHILL
Reporter

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

WHOLE LOT OF HOOPLA
Racer guard Jamal Evans, a junior biology major from Detroit, Mich., clips the net down
and shares It with eager fans after the Racers clinched sole posesslon of the OVC title
Monday night. The win earned the Racers their fifth consecutive OVC regular-season title.
MSU will receive a first-round bye as the number one seed, but will play the lowest seed
March 7. The tourmament runs from March 6·8 in Lexington's Rupp Arena.

Many students do not r ealize
it, but Murray State University
does have a written alcohol
policy prohibiting the use of
alcohol on campus, whether the
student is 21 years old or not.
This rule applies to all cPmpus
property.
The University's alcohol
policy is scattered throughout
the Student Life Handbook, but
the policy is not outlined in
definite order, and the
penalties for alcohol use are not
listed.
However, the new Student
Life Handbook will contain the
full "Drug-Free Campus/DrugFree Workplace Policy" and the
penalties students, faculty and
staff will incur for drinking on
campus as adopted by the
Board.ofRegents Nov. 17,1991.

Student rated among top in country
By MICHELE CARLTON
Assistant News Editor

Michael Ellerbusch, a senior
biology and chemistry double
major from Belknap, Ill., was
named to USA Today's 1992
All-USA College Academic
Third Team.
Ellerbusch joins 60 elite
students selected from among
1,253 applicants to be rated as
the brightest in the country.
Eight educators fi·om across the
nation made final decisions based on scholarship, initiative,
leadership and creativity.
"This is the most recognition
I've received on a national
level. It's gotten me some good
publicity for med schools,"
Ellerbusch said.
Ellerbusch plans to graduate
from Murray State in May and

attend medical school to
become a physician.
"I've really never thought of
any other major besides premed. Ever since I was little, I
haven't thought of anything
else," he said.
The 22-year-old Presidential
scholar has maintained a 4.0
grade point average in the
Honor's Program while holding
several leadership positions in
campus organizations.
"Becoming involved is really
important. I think that's helped
me out in becoming more wellrounded," he said.
Ellerbusch is the president of
the Beta Beta Beta Biological
Honor Society. Omicron Delta
Kappa National Leadership
Society and Order of Omega
Greek Leadership Society. He
is vice president of the Pre·

MICHAEL ELLERBUSCH
Named to third team

Medicine Club and participates
in Gamma Beta Phi Honor
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Society and the Lambda Chi
Alpha social fraternity.
EUerbusch said time management is the key to having social
time.
"I mainly sit down and plan
out everything I need to do and
slot it out by hours everyday,''
he said. "I usually try to have
plenty of time for social ac·
tivities, but sometimes studying cuts into that."
Outside of school-related activities, he enjoys intramural
basketball, tennis and golf.
Ellerbusch first heard about
the All-USA Academic Team
from Dr. Mark Malinauskas,
the MSU Honors Program
director. He then submitted let-

The policy is already in the
Faculty Handbook.
The policy includes the statement, "It is also the policy of
the University to enforce Kentucky statutes concerning the
possession, sale or- use of
alcoholic beverages," which
would include Calloway
County's status as a dry county.
"Because the campus is on
state property, and we're in a
dry county, 21-year-olds still
cannot drink on campus. Even
if this didn't affect us one way,
it would affect us the other,"
said Paula Hulick, director of
housing.
Some of the rules published in
the Student Life Handbook that
do pertain to alcohol use are:
• "Abusive, drunk and
disorderly, violent or excessively noisy conduct on Universityowned or -controlled property or

at University functions is prQhibited," according to page 48 .
• "The use, possession, sale or
distribution of narcotic, ·
dangerous and/or illegal drugs,
except as expressly permitted.
by law, is strictly prohibited.~' ·
according to page 49.
"Because it's (the policy) not .·.:
in the handbook, some students. feel that nothing will happen to
them if they are caught with :alcohol. That's not true," said. ·
Renee Rowland, coordinator of •
residence services.
If a student is found with · ··
alcohol in a residence hall, the _ staff will ask the student
pour it out and then write the :
student up. A letter of warning._ will follow, Rowland said.
Upon the second infraction of · :

to:.

Please see ALCOHOL·

Rape still problem
for college women
By PATRICIA CASH
Assistant News Editor

Rape is a very real fear for women on a college campus, •
even one as small as Murray State University.
The opening otMurray State's Women's Center in January
has coincided with a slight increase in the reporting of cam·
pus rapes to the Counseling and Testing Center.
"The number reported to us has only risen from two or .
three a year to four or five, but that's still an inctease of
about 50 percent," said Kim Barrett, directot· of the Women's
Center, which is located on the second floor of Ordway Hall.
"Since August 1991 we've had fow· or five reports."
Barrett said one of those reports involved a gang rape.
"I receive about one report of gang rape annually involving
fraternity members or student athletes," Barrett said.
Please see RAPES

Please see TEAM

A CLOSER LOOK

~The buy-back business

Students are concerned about the rising prices
of textbooks and wonder where their money
goes. Professors try to consider the price of the
required books without compromising quality.
University stores and wholesalers constantly
search for used books, while publishers continually update material for new editions.
The News looks at the book business from
the perspective of the students, instructors,
retailers, wholesalers and publishers.
Stories on Page 5

6
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Mounds reopen

Index

The Wickliffe Mounds Center museum and archaeological site of a prehistoric Mississippian Indian village
opens tor the season Sunday.
Visitors are encouraged to participate in all programs at the Center,
which is owned and operated by MSU.
The Center is open from 9 a.m. to
4:30p.m. daily through November.
Admission is $3.50 for adults; $3.25
for persons 55 and older; $2.50 for
children ages 6 to 12; free for children
under 6. Group rates available by
appointment. For more information
phone 335-3681.
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· Program to celebrate women
~Sessions

to encourage women to 'take charge of change'

-!Y RAE ANNE KLOSS
Reporter
~ · "Taking Charge

of Change" is the theme
..for the fifth annual Celebrate Women.
· Celebrate Women will be from 1 p.m. to
7:45 p.m. Tuesday in the Curris Center.
"'Registration is from 1 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. on
~ the third level of the CwTis Center. All the
sessions will be conducted here throughout
•the day.
: The cost for the general public is $15. The
student fee is $5.
..: "We are trying to attract students with
the low registration fee," said Constance
,..Alexander, community co·chairman of
.Celebrate Women.
"We would also like to encourage
,students to come," said Pamela Dawes,
;_publicity director.
.
In fact, Dawes said, the time was chang•ed this year to late afternoon to encourage
students to attend. In previous years,
. students were unable to attend because of
~classes and other obligations during the
'day.
- One student who is involved in the event
"is Tiffany Nunn, a junior fashion merchan~ dising major from Evansville, Ind. She is

coordinating the fashion show "Dress for
Success."
"A bt of students don't know what to
wear for an interview," Nunn said. "So, I
definitely recommend that students go to
the sessions."
Celebrate Women, which occurs in conjunction with women's history month, is
conducted to pull women of the community
together.
Dawes said Celebrate Women began five
years ago and was funded by employees
across the Murray State campus.
"There is a need for women to get
together and explore issues that directly af·
fect them," Alexander said. "It allows
women to network together from other
areas."
The day will consist of sessions, an art exhibit, a reception and a dinner. The
keynote address, "The Challenges for
Women Today," will be given by Carol
Hubbard, from the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education.
Sessions will focus on health, business
and professional issues, social issues and
student interest topics.
Sessions at 2:15p.m. will include:

• "The Breast: The External Badge of
Womanhood"
• "Conflict Management: Everyone Can
Win"
• "Battered Women and the Criminal
Justice System"
• ''Focus 2000: Minority Leadership
Program"
• "Dress for Success."
Sessions at 3:30 p.m. will include:
• "Dealing with the Challenges of
Disabilities''
• "Starting Your Own Business"
• "Boomerang Children: The Nest Fills
Up Again"
• "Leadership Kentucky: Why You Should
Get Involved"
• "Acquaintance Rape and Self Defense."
Sessions at 6:45 p.m. will include:
• "Listening to Your Body Cues"
• "Making a Major Career Change"
• "MSU Women's Center: Addressing the
Needs of the New Majority"
• "Women in the Arts''
• "Move into Fitness."
President and Mrs. Kurth will host a
' recept~on in the Curris Center at 4:30p.m.

·Professor works to save earth
through environment program
Assistant News Editor

The countdown has begun
and is accelerating at an alarm'ing speed. When the countdown
· reaches zero, Earth will no
longer be able to sustain life in
.human or thousands of other
forms. This countdown is rever·
;Rible, however, with the efforts
·of not only scientists, but
everyone who inhabits the
planet.
· Luis Bartolucci, associate professor of geosciences at Murray
State University, is part of the
number of scientists who are
searching for ways to combat
and correct the environmental
·i lls of the planet millions call
home. Bartolucci is working in
part of the United Nations En·
vironment Program (UNEP)
headquartered in Nairobi,
..Kenya.
UNEP was created as a result
~f the Stockholm Conference on
the Human Environment in
·1972, according to a UNEP pro.file. The scientists stationed in
:different parts of the world
:coordinate and pool information about environmental
.,;issues on a global ' basis, Bar4:tolucci said.
~: Bartolucci chose to involve
: :;.\ furray State in the project by
:using the facilities of the Mid~:America Remote Sensing
Center {MARC) located in the
Lowry Center. MARC is a

LUIS BARTOLUCCI
Working with United Nations

NASA-funded laboratory which
has access to their satellite
technology. Bartolucci is using
that technology to study·factors
such as renewable and
nonrenewable resources in this
hemisphere and what can be
done about their depletion.
"Environmental issues are
not localized, they are global,"
Bartolucci said. "When a person in Argentina dies of skin
cancer because of the depletion
of the ozone layer, it is due in
part to hair sprays and air con·
ditioners used in the United
States."

Photo furnished by INFORMATION SERVICES

Diana Whitten (second from right) presents a $250 check
on behalf of the MSU Social Work Club to Carol Julian
(right), development coordinator, for the Pam and Havana
Rutledge Scholarship. Also pictured are Julie Scott of
Hopkinsville and Bill Cownie of Paducah.

KIAE accepts applications
Applicntions for five faculty positions in the Kentucky In·
slitute for Arts in Education (KIAE> program June 15-26 at
Murray State University will be accepted until March 6.
KlAE i~> a new program designed as a two-week professional development seminar fo1· teachers, school administrators, parents and others interested in promoting and
implem(•nting arts in education.
Contact Bonnie Higginson, director, at 762·6868 or
762-2500 for more information.

Adult education session slated

Bartolucci said approximate- only about three years and then
ly 100,000 species of life are lost the soils are dead. The land will
every day. many of which have eventually form a desert like
not even been catalogued yet. the Sahara."
These now extinct species
Desertification and erosion
might have held the cure for
are
the roots of the loss of 20
numerous diseases, he said.
billion
tons of productive soil
"Never has humanity faced
each
year,
according to the
so crucial a decade as the
UNEP
profile.
1990s,'' said Mostafa Kamal
Tolba, executive director of
Bartolucci's work with UNEP
UNEP. "The decisions - and, is not his first contact with the
even more important, the ac- United Nations. His first contions - taken over these ten tact was when he was asked to
short years will determine the lecture in South America in
shape of the world for centuries. 1972, he said. Other organizaThe very fate of life hangs upon tions he has been affiliated
them."
with include the Department of
One of the main projects of State, the U.S. Defense Mapp·
the United Nations is a concept ing Agency and the European
called sustainable develop- Space Agency (ESA).
ment, Bartolucci said. The
He is currently serving on a
United Nations Development committee of esteemed !'lcienProgram <UNDP) is funding the tists, including Carl Sagan,
development of Third World that is exploring the possibility
countries but is also teaching of creating a Pan-American
them how to save the environ- Space Organization (PASO)
ment, he said.
that would make it possible to
Deforestation, especially of pool
the resources of the whole
rain forests such as those in the hemisphere.
Amazon region of South
America are of special interest
Bartolucci came to the United
to the United Nations and Bar- States to attend high school. He
tolucci, who is originally from then traveled to Italy to do his
Bolivia.
undergraduate work in physics.
"Deforestation eventually For his master's and doctorate
leads to desertification, or the degrees in geophysics, he
forming of a desert where fer- returned to the United States to
tile land used to exist," he said. study at Purdue University.
"When trees are cut in the After receiving his degrees, he
Amazon, crops can be raised for taught for 10 years at Purdue.

By PATRICIA CASH

.,

NEWSBRIEFS

Adults interested in beginning or resuming a college education can attend an information session from 6 to 9 p.m. Mon·
day in the small ballroom on the third floor of the Curris
Conler. ·
Reservations must be made today by calling the Center for
Continuing Education and Academic Outreach at 762-4150.

Nurses earn certification
Three registered nurses who work for student health services at Murray State University have earned certification in
college health nursing from the American Nurses
Association.
Judy Lyle, Kathleen Price and Bridget Stuart took the first
nationally offered college health certification examination in
October 1991.
The American College Health Association and the American
Nurses Association collaborated to provide the certification.

Mustang Literary award offered
Murray State University students who have demonstrated
academic excellence in the literary field have the chance to
win the Mustang Literary Award.
Awards include a $100 first prize, $50 second prize and $25
third prize plus various special awards and honorable
mentions.
The contest deadline is April 1.
For submission guidelines, contact Mustang Press, Depart·
ment of Poetry and Fiction, 2085 Mustang Court, Suite 21,
Saint Cloud, Flu., 34771.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Seminar. Sally Mills of Jackson Purchase N.O.W. will discuss the
organization. Noon, today, Faculty Resource Center auditorium.
• Conference. Kentucky Heritage Council's Archeological conference. 8:30a.m ., Saturday, Feb. 29, Robert E. Johnson Theater. $4
registration fee.
• Deadline. CISA grants and presidential proposals due, 4:30 p.m. ,
Thursday, March 5, Room 104 Wilson Hall.

•'

Sunset Boulevard Music
DIXIELAND CENTER N0.7 · CHESTNUT STREET

753 ·0113

.

'Behind Papa John's Pizza

$1 Off Any Cassette Tape • $2 Off Any Compact Disc
REG. PRICE

r:-----------------------------------------.
$1 $1 OFF NINE HOLES OF GOLF $1.1
or ?5¢ Off ofMiniature Golf
J Sullivan's

Par3

WITH THIS COUPON
Weekday Greellll Fee- $3 - $5 (18)
Weekend Greens Fee- $4 - $7 (18)
Ekctric Carts $3 for 9 holes & $6 for 18 holes

REG. PRICE

Batting Cages, Miniature Golf, Lighted Driving Range, and LeBBom
abailable at reguku prkes.

EXPIRES MARCH 6, 1992
YOUR ////..QI.PN!

+ ~~-·

CAR STEREO SPECIALIST· CUSTOM INSTALLATION

STUDENT.AMBASSADORS
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Murray State Needs YOU.•.
to be a

STUDENI' AMBASSADOR!
•Public speaktng abillty

-Good IDterpenonal~~&~~~~aJ•

Exciting activities include:
• Recruiting prospective students In 4 state area
• Host VIP receptions at Oakhurst
• Help host ezcltlng programs such as: Fall Senior Day 1 JUDlor Jam
• Assist with alumni functions: Homecoming 1 Al1iDiDl Weekend

Requirements: 2.78 GPA, 12 houn credit,
wUllng to travel.
AppUcationa are avaUable at School Relations OfBce.
AppUcatlon deadline Wednesday. Mar. 18

.....

...

AT MURRAY SfATE WELCOME TilE RIGIIT REVEREND JOSEPH DADSON.
ANGUCAN BISHOP OF SUNYANI AND TAMALE IN GHANA. AS OUR GUEST
TIUS SUNDAY, MARCH 1 THROUGH ASH WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4.

We need underclassmeDt graduate, and non-traditional students with:
•Strong leadership abWty

~ ST.~:N~~~~:~~R:~~~t=~:::;::

Any questicma, please
can Alllaon Manbal1

In the School Relationa
OfBce at 782-3036

Bishop Dadson will preside at the Sunday Eucharist at St. John's
March 1 at 4:00 In the afternoon. There will not be a Eucharlat
on Sunday momlng. A buffet supper welcoming him and Mrs.
Dadson will follow the service.
Students and faculty who would like to meet Bishop Dadson are also
Invited to look for the ''Episcopal table" in the T-Room on Monday,
March 2 from 11:30 till 1:00. Join us for lunch or just stop and say
hello!
Bishop Dadson will officiate at the Ash Wednesday Uturgy at St. John's
at 6 p .m .. March 4. A soup supper will follow, with Bible ~tudy at 7:30.
EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

:1
~~

:I
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Security Act opens

Law says students have right to university records
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

Photo by JUD COOK

.

Students will now have more
access to information in both
the admissions and public safe·
ty departments, according to
the Student Right-to-Know and
Campus Security Act which
was signed into law in
November 1990.
Murray State University,
along with other college campuses, have until September 1,
1992 to comply with it.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and records, said under
the law, all students have the
right to find out graduation
rates at MSU.
"That's no problem. We've
done that every year. We just
have to make them readily
available," he said.
Mike Young, assistant administrator of student affairs,
said finding out graduation
rates may help students decide
which school is best for them.

" If you're Involved
in criminal activity
and not a student,
it can be
published. "
-Joe Green

"It would be helpful when
looking at which university to
go to. ~t would be a good indicator of which universities
have a strong commitment t.o
education," he said.
Young said students may
take advantage of having access to that information once
they become more aware of
their rights.
"Once you create awareness
people may respond more," he
said.
Young said personal informa·

BRIGHT FUTURES
Area high school seniors were Interviewed for Presidential
Scholarships Monday and Tuesday. A tour of the I & T
building showed them some of the programs Murray State
University has to offer.

T
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Sorority denied request

FEES
Continued from Page 1

Alpha Sigma Alpha chapter loses bid for re-zoning

Q

By MICHELE CARL TON
Assistant News Editor

"Why don't food service employees pay for
the food they eat?"
-Dawn Bailey
accounting
junior
Murray

I'm "They really do. The system is based on an
~ established charge within the food service

fl

tion about students is not information about a crime, he
has to go to him.
available to the public.
"Consult with me. I'm the
"The Buckley Amendment
does not allow the releasing of releaser of records and crimes
and statistics of crimes occurrstudent records,'' he said.
Joe Green, associate director ing," he said.
Green said if students are
of public safety, said the new
law will not affect the opera· taken to court, then their court
records are available.
tions of his department.
"We've been in compliance
Paula Hulick, director of •
with it for a number of years.'' housing, said the law would not
he said.
affect them.
Green said aside from
"We keep those records
publishing information and anyway,'' she said.
creating a greater awareness of
Hulick said whnt information
programs available on campus, they would release depended on
there is not much more they the situation.
can do to comply with the law.
Hulick said they would not
Green said if a student is in- have any problems informing
volved in a crime on campus. students of crimes occurring on
that personal information c.an- campus.
not be given out.
" If there is a surge of break"If you're involved in ins of cars or sometlhng like
criminal activity and not a stu- that., we would probably have
dent, it can be published. It's floor meetings and provide peoonly on the student basis," he ple with information so they
said.
could make the appropriate
Green said if someone wanted decisions,'' she said.

system. It Is much like a food establishment In the
private sector giving an employee discount.
Thfty are paid a small amount, so it Is a way to
Increase their wages."
-William Benrlter
Food Services Director

To 11.1bmlt yoiX ~about MSU carry h 1o 111 Wilson Hall or d'op h in h "Ask
SGA & 1M Mumw Stat• ,.,_.mailbox on the first lloor of the Cun1s Center. Cutsllona
~hexAd lndudt
clattlftcallon. INijor, hometown, and phone number.

your,.,.,

The Beta Nu chapter oftbe Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority was denied its request to re-zone a house
they sought to purchase, located at 1320 Main St.
The sorority requested to change the zoning of
the house from a residential dwelling to a multiresidential dwelling. During a public hearing on
re-zoning requests, two petitions against the zoning change were presented to the Murray Plann·
ing Commission, who voted not to recommend
the change to the City Council.
Gayle Moodie, a local attorney representing
the chapter, said the sorority has been renting
their present house since 1988 and wanted to
purchase this residence as a better investment.
Moodie said the sorority will not appeal the
decision reached by the Council.
"There was a contingency in the contract for
the house that stated if the application for zoning
change was denied, the contract is void," she
said.

Betb Stagner, president of Alpha Sigma Alphn,
said the house suited the needs of the chapter.
"We were looking for a house that we could
build equity in. We wanted something that was
ours, not our landlords," she said. "This house
was one of the few that was for sale. It fit our
needs perfectly."
Commission member Tommy Sanders said the
committee was against re-zoning because it
would be considered "spot zoning," since no other
properties in the immediate area carry that zone.
"The neighborhood residents did not want the
zoning change, and that was really what affected
my decision not to a pprove the change," Sanders
said. ·
Sanders said several people at the meeting suggested establishing fraternity and sorority rows.
"There ought to be a sorority and fraternity
row at Murray State, but its not up to the Murray
Planning Commission to decide. The fraternities
and sor<>rit ies would need to get together and
suggest it to the University,'' he said.

intercollegiate athletic budget.
We're going to ask for another
$25," Kassing said.
•
Kas&_ing said the athletic
department has a $400,000
deficit and the University is
asking for a total of $250,000
that would be generated by the
activity fee to fund athletics.
"The University has allowed
athletics to operate at a deficit
for several years," Kassing
said. "Athletics will be cut as
severely, if not more severely
than other departments."
,
The student activity fee proposed increase will be examin·. ed at the March 17 meeting of
the Board of Regents, Baurer
said.
•'nflie University tias got to
make some decisions. I assume
they want it. to be acted on at
the March meeting," he said.
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~- Attacks

demand
!help from others

Student angry
over dismissal
To the Editor:
It makes me mad that the
arts are once again suffering
because of budget cuts. I am
referring to the dismissal of
Kaye Pope, MSU's theater
costumer.
I have greatly enjoyed Mrs.
Pope's classes, and the theater
could not have put on many of
its fine productions without her
extensive knowledge.
Firing her simply tells the art
and communication majors yet
again that they are not as important as other students.
Why was her salary not in- '
stead cut from the sports arena?
I would much rather attend a
theatrical performance than a
basketball game, and I am sure
I am not the only student to feel •
this way. Although sports pro- ·
grams certainly have their
place, how can anyone compare
its simple entertainment with
the stimulation and enjoyment
obtained from the arts?
Perhaps we students interested in academics should
transfer to another college and
leave MSU to become a university only for athletics. It seems 1
to be heading in that direction
anyway.

If a tr ee fell in the forest, and no one was around
to hear it, did it make any noise?
If a person is assaulted, and no one hears the
screams, was there a cry for help?
It seems senseless to believe there was not. But as
• students have experienced fll'st hand, a cry for help
does not necessarily yield a hand.
What has happened to humanity? Have we
become so wrapped up in our own independent
; worlds that we cannot take time to notice what is
I happening around us? Are we so concerned about
our own safety and security that we are afraid to
intervene?
Or do we just find it easy to turn the other cheek
while someone else's gets battered and bruised?
Webster defines passive as not being active.
For the person being assaulted, he might define a
; passive person as being an accessory to the crime.
I
j
Recently, there have been assaults on campus,
I: and some of them have been in the open. But for the
I students who looked for assistance, they found the
• campus 'to be lonelier than an isolation cell.
We are not alone, nor should we be expected to remain alone. To tackle the problems presented by
these assaults, we 'lleed each other.
There is power with the masses.
Who knows who will make the next cry.

-!

Heather J. Edwards
Student

.;Rig~ts for students
need to be known
~

It's official.
! Students have a right to know, according to the
1 government.
1
j Wit~ a Ia~ passed in 1990, universities across the
: nation have until September of this year to
1 disseminate all information pertinent to admis! sions and safety.
1
At Murray State University this information has
~
always been available.
From graduation rates to safety records, any information can be obtained that does not pertain to a
~ ::1 specific student. This information could be the
- - deciding factor for students looking for a university
- - to attend.
- 5·
= ._· However, a student's right to know does not
~ necessarily mean the University has to advertise, it
=:=-just has to make the information available.
-r< Students need to know they have a right to know,
~ ~ and they need to exercise that right when the infor. mation is wanted.
We just thought you would like to know.

Role model lost
to budget cuts

Students opinions provide solutions

•

The

Murray State News
111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Melanie Bucklin
Editor in chief

J

Apathy is dangerous. In to·
day's society it is dangerous to
be apathetic because if we turn
our backs on today's problems
they will not go away.
Gone are the days in which
we depend on government to
make the right decisions, if, in
fact, there was such a day.
But suffice to say most
Americans honestly question
the government's ability to
make the right decision. In this
lies an even greater concern
over this distrust.
It seems people have resigned
to the fact that no matter what
happens, their opinion will not
make a difference. Well, herein
·lies my argument.
If opinions did not matter,
then we would be in much
worse shape than anyone could
imagine. How much longer
w.ould we have stayed in Vietnam?
Sure, things are not as great
as we would like. Constantly
we are bombarded with higher
prices for books, tuition and
meal plans. Plus we stand in
the middle of University budget
cuts when our state and national leaders are constantly
assuring us that education is
their top priority.

KARLW.
FLOOD
Graduate

So, who has the power to br·
ing about change? The answer
is YOU.
We have all seen films of or
movies about pro tests/demonstrations in the 60s
and 70s. Well, these events did
actually occur. And change
resulted.
\
University student groups
have been responsible for a
significant number of changes
over the years. For example,
the 26th Amendment gave
18-year·olds the right to vote,
as well as influencing major environmental decisions.
Yet, something seems to have
been lost over the past few
years - the concern over such
issues. Some students are concerned, but may think, " What
can I do?" Well, you can Rtate
your opinion and voice your
concerns.
Your opinion is the most

To the Editor:
Although last week's article
by Amy Helm touched o~ a few
powerful tool you have to pro- of the problems that will be facmote change. And when joined ed after Mrs. Pope's dismissal,
by like opinions, your views
the administration does not
cannot be ignored.
·
realize how greatly her absence
So, before we give up and give will affect MSU.
in to our problems, why not do a
In a school that is very cliche
little questioning? Find out
oriented,
many students feel
what is causing the problem.
unimportant
and left out. I did
See how others feel. Discuss it.
not
enjoy
college until I
Then get to the source of the
"found"
the
theatre departproblem. Let them know just
ment,
and
Mrs.
Pope was a
how you feel. You may be sur·
prime
factor
of
that
discovery.
prised by the results.
She
is
an
excellent
costumer,
If you participated in Gripe
a
fine
teacher
and
one
of the
Day, I would like to thank you
for sharing your opinion and few people on this campus who
concern. And I would like to truly cares for her students. I
urge you to follow up on this am saddened to think that
participation by helping us future students will not receive
the guidance from Kaye that I
(SGA) help you.
We will be going through have and angered that the ad- .
each of the gripe forms we ministration does not have any
received and addressing the better sense than to flre such a
issues in our meetings the re- fine teacher and role model.
mainder of the year. What you
I hope Mrs. Pope's next
can do to help us is show up at employer will better realize her
these meetings. Please feel free value.
to attend anytime you like. All
Kristin Brown
meetings are open to the public
and your input is appreciated
Student
and encouraged.
Hopefully, together we can
make a difference.
Band livens games
KARL W. FLOOD is University Affairs
chairman for Student Government
Association.
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A few months ago, I wrote a
American, pointed this out to
commentary about the trials
me.
and tribulations of growing old.
':My God son , you're goin'
I am 22 years of age, but at the
bald!"
time I wrote the first story I felt
Grey hair is also new to me.
ERIC
Just the other day, I found one
a lot older.
WALKER
in my hair brush. I kind of had
Let's recap . My fellow
mixed feelings about it - it was
newshounds and I had just
Sports
played a softball game against
grey, but still it was a hair that
Editor
TV-11 , and I (barely) lived to
was no longer attached to my
head.
regret it. The next day, my back
hurt, my knees hurt and just forever and have offered my
My new hero is that guy on
about every other section of my first hom for fix ing me up with the Men's Hair Club commerbody cried out in pain. B~ing 22 her sister, about our younger cials. You know, the guy who
years old and suffering muscle days.
says, " I'm not only the presi"Did you know that when we dent of the company, but I'm
spasms is not a pretty picture.
Also, I wrote about watching were seniors in high school, the also a client."
I also found out the guys in
more VHl and less MTV and kids who are seniors now were
remembering songs from the just in the seventh grade," she the group, Color Me Badd, are
younger than m.e. They sing
early 70s that K-Tel and said.
Of course I had no idea of such and dance. I cough a lot and
Time/Life offer on TV. I can still
break into a rousing rendition information and ha ve to admit, shuffie my feet when I walk.
My parents always taught me
of Ike and Tina Turner's Proud I didn't really want to know it.
When she told me this, I (and to respect my elders, but I've
Mary.
This is just to let you know quite possibly people around us) found a greater amount of
respect for them since I have
that my progression of time has heard my bones creak.
Yet, I have noticed othe t· become ''elder." I used to listen
not slowed down. If anything,
it's sped up.
signs of my senior citizenship, with some sadness when older
For example, just last week I such as an increase in my folks would tell me of their
was talking to Sheila, a friend decreasing hair. Steve, my aches and pains.
of mine whom I am indebted to lifelong friend and grea t
Now, we just swap stories.

for Racers, fans
To the Editor:
I would like to take this time
to publicly say "thank you" to a
special group of people who
have supported the Racers for
many years. This group is
always yelling, and when they ·
are not at the game (which is
not very often), we wonder why
the game seems different. They
put in many hours of practice
just like the players and
cheerleaders.
But, sometimes, we as fans
forget them or just overlook
them completely.
I am writing of the Racer Pep Band.
•
The pep band does a great job
of getting the fans into the
game, as well as the team. '
From the days of Mr. Wells •
directing to Dr. Townsend today, the pep band has always
supported the Racers and has
always done a great job of doing
so. Whether it be playing Jaws,
Rawhide or The Old Grey Mare,
or getting a chant going, the
Racer Pep Band members •
always put their heart into it.
Thanks Racer Pep Band!
Marilynn McCallon
Racer fan l

..
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The bu$ine$$ of buying
By Stacey Crook

College bookstores explain buy back policy
University bookstores all over Kentucky and across the nation are having
to answer the same question: why are
books so expensive?
The college textbook business is a complicated one that few consumers understand. Several factors play a role in the
price of a book, and most students do not
know why books are priced so high or
why there are limited supplies of used
books.
Bobby McDowell, manager of the
University Store, said he fills the orders
with used books when possible.
However, as books are frequently updated it is often difficult to fmd used
books.
McDowell said the bookstore receives
a 20 percent discount on new books from
the publisher. The bookstore then
marks up the book, new or used, 20
percent.
At the end of a semester if a book is to
be used the following semester, the
bookstore will pay the student 50 percent of the new price for the book, he
said.
If a book is not going to be used the
following semester but the book can be
sold to a wholesale dealer for use
elsewhere, a student will receive the
wholesale price for the book, McDowell
said.
If books are not going to be used again
and it is unlikely other institutions will
use the book, there will be no sale. For
instance, if a new edition had been
published, it is unlikely the old edition
has any value, he said.
"We have talked to the publishers
about making the changes when there is
not that much to change," he said.
However, publishers make more
money when they frequently update
texts, and often instructors need the
revisions to keep the course as current
as possible, he said.
McDowell said the University Store
-stocks about 35 to 40 percent used
books. When ordering books he looks to
used book companies first and then
orders through a publishing house. Ap·

Students voice
concerns over
the cost of books

Photo by CHERI STUART

James Johnson, a junior business administration major from Louisville, searches for used textbooks at the University Store. Approximately 40 percent of
the available books at the campus bookstore are used.

proximately 15,000 new and used books
are sold per semester.
The University has a policy that re·
quires instructors to use a book for at
least two years, McDowell said.
However, exceptions sometimes have to
be made.
"For example, a physics class changed
the book in the full, and when they got it
they found it was too hard for the
students and they wanted to change it
and we let them do that," McDowell
said. "I know it costs the students
money, but in a situation like that we
tried to cooperate with the faculty
because the book is not doing the
t:itudents any good."
Students who hav~ books from classes
that are offered only every other
semester have problems selling the
books l:iack even if tlie text will lie usea
again for the next class, he said.
"Instuctors can only order a book for
the next semester, not the year,"
McDowell said.

Thomas Denton, director of accouting
and fmance, .said the University Store
sold $1,584,070 worth of textbooks last
year. He said book sales account for approximately 70 percent of the total
sales.
Money from total sales goes to help
support other parts of the University. In
1990-91, $73,230 was placed in the
scholarship fund. The University Store's
net revenue totaled $123,694, which
was placed in the auxiliary fund, he
said.
••The auxillary fund includes housing,
dining and the bookstore," Denton said.
"Whatever they net does go to help support portions of the operations of the
Curris Center."
Denton said when other auxillary
parts of. the University are having
b udgetary prOblems the money from the
auxiliary fund helps support those
areas.
Bob Bradley, owner of Bradley
Bookstore, runs the independent

bookstore off eampus. He said he sells
approximately $75,000 worth of books a
semester.
Bradley said he tries to stock used
books as often as possible. The problem
with buy-back comes with bookQ that
are not used every semester.
"Only about 40 percent (\f the books
are used every semester," he said.
Bradley pays half of the new book
price for a book used every semester.
Like the University Store, he pays
wholesale price for books that can be
sold elsewhere.
Books that are old can be bought
cheaper from a wholesaler so Bradley
said he can't buy those books for half
price. If a new edition has been printed
but the instructor chooses to use the old
edition for one more semester. he said he
takes a chance on buying the book back
because if it is not sold he is stuck with
it.
"We throw away about $30,000 worth
of books a year," he said.
Bradley's buy-back policy is somewhat
different than the University Store's.
He makes the same amount of money on
a new book as a used.
If he buys a book for $32 he sells it for
$40 and will buy it back for $20 then sell
it again for $28, he said.
That is a 25 percent markup on each
new book and a 40 percent markup on
used books. Out of those markups he
subtracts operating costs. salaries and
taxes.
'
Shipping costs for bookstores can run
high. Bradley said he usually spends
about $3,000 on shipping alone.
Bradley said he doesn't order texts until the last minute to fmd more used
books.
"We go through the used book companies several times to find more used
books," he said. "We have a guarantee
that our ~sed books are the lowest in the
area."
Bradley said he won't deny he makes
~oney. He said be is in the business to
make money, but at the same time he
tries to find cheaper books for students.

Books require
time, research
Before a college tex·
tbook ever hits the shelves
of a bookstore an immense
amount of work has to be
completed by publishers,
authors and production
staffs.
Jinny Dittmar, director
of bookstore relations for
Mosby Publishing in St.
Louis, said a completed
college text can take
anywhere from one to four
years to produce.
Publishers have to go
through various
developmental processes

1,

such as reseach,

•

manuscript preparation I'
and illustration produc·
tlon. All these factors
figure into the cost of a I•'
book, she said.
•
Dittmar said ancillary
items, including
transparen,c ies, computerized tests, videos and
teaching handbooks, pro·
vided free of charge to the
instructor increase the
cost of a book.
Pam Wood of Turner
Publishing Company in
Paducah said there are
numerous factors in the
production of a book that
increase the price. The
type of paper, the number
of photos and the quality
of binding all affect the
retail price.
If 10,000 copies of a book
for a college math course
contained 680 pages on 8
1/2 by 11 inch matte paper
with 22 black and white
photos the total
publishing cost would be
.... approximately $87,900,
she said. With this formula each book would cost
just under $9.

Wholesale business booms
MSU

Southeastern Book Company
works with college bookstores
WKU
across the country to circulate
used college textbooks.
In a sluggish economy any inEKU
Rick Locklear of
crease in the cost of higher
• Average student textbook
Southeastern said he knows
expendlturea per semester
education puts the squeeze on
Morehead
students are upset at the high
pocket books. So students, like
costs of books, but wholesalers
other consumers, are concerned
U of L
and bookstores don't set the
about the rising cost of
price.
textbooks.
Publishing houses set prices
UK
Across the country textbook
for books. The wholesalers and
~--------~--------~--------~--------~--------r---------r---------r---------r---------r---------~
prices are skyrocketting, and
$200
$300
bookstores are the vehicles to
$0
$100
$400
$500
many students are worried they
the texts to the students,
get
will not be able to pay the price. Source: COLLEGIATE BOOKSTORES
3raphlc by BRYANT. ADAMS
Locklear
said.
Amanda Bell, a junior educaSoutheastern deals books on
tion major from Sturgis, said
wholesale terms. The company
she is worried about the total
bases its wholesale price on
cost of receiving an education.
"I pay for all my books. and
how the book will sell nationaleach semester 1 worry about the
ly, Locklear said.
prices and if I'll have enough
The idea of the wholesale
Instructors say they are concerned about the creasingly concerned with the rising cost of
money to come back," she said. rising cost of textbooks, but they are equally con· books.
business is supply and demand.
Many students are upset cerned about the quality of education their
This semester one of the books for a safety class The greater the demand for a
because the books they use in students receive.
went up from $48 to $61, and there were no revi- used book the higher the price.
The average markup on a used
upper level courses are only usGayne Nerney, director of the humanities pro· sions in the book, he said.
is 20 to 25 percent, he
book
ed yearly rather than semester- gram, said although the texts required for both
Friend said he thinks the reason safety books
ly, so they receive very little HUM 201 and HUM 202 are large, they serve an are so high is because the supply and demand said.
Locklear said volume is the
money when they sell the text. important purpose to all students and ratio is low.
key
to making money. There is
"The problem I have is I have instructors.
"It is my guess that there aren't that many
to buy a new text and then they
He said even though the books are not covered safety programs nationwide so fewe r books are
don't use it again until the next completely
by each individual class, the book is printed." he said.
year and we only get $2 for the covered over a range of classes.
Wayne Bell, professor of math and statistics,
book," said Lori Brown, a
"Ten stories are required of the 35 sections of said he is aware of the high price of math books.
senior English major from humanities," he said. "Over the total course half However, in almost every case the math departMetropolis.
ment keeps the book adopted until a new edition
of the book is used."
Brown said she tries to sell as
7.5¢
Nerney said the issue of textbook usc has to be is printed and the old text is no longer in
many books as she can to other seen from three points of view: the students'. the circulation.
students who will be taking a
''We look at the text, and we do consider the
class rather than going through teachers' and the amount of information needed
to
produce
a
fair
text.
cost,"
he said. "It is not the major factor because
a bookstore because both par·
"One
of
the
things
the
(humanities)
text
does
is
and currency is the major factor."
the
quality
ties save money.
to
try
to
include
representatives
for
all
the
Lewis
Bossing,
chairman of the department of
"I get more for the book, and
various
ideas,"
he
said.
''Authors
don't
want
to
elementary
and
secondary
education, said their
the other person !-)aves a few
produce a book acceptable to only a few selection committee does check on the price of
more dollars," she said.
instructors."
books.
Many students say they do
Nerney also said he would like for students to
"We're cognitive of the financial impact on
not like buying books that are take into account that the instructors get bored
seldom used or only small por- '"'ith the same material every semester. so a book students, as on everyone, but our ultimate goal is
to turn out the best trained and qualified
tions of the books are used.
with a choice of readings is better for instructors graduates we can," he said.
Jeremy Bland, a junior broad· as well as students.
Nancy Nygaard, chairman of the department of
cast journalism major from
Over the long run a text such as the one used in nursing, said the nursing department tries to
Louisville, said he has had humanities is better economically because there
classeA in which the book was is a larger market for the book and the demand is find texts that can be used in more than one
course and will replace several different texts.
not even used or only parts greatel\ he said.
were used.
"We do keep in mind the fact that students are
In .some cases the cost of a book has risen dur"We've got a 2,000-page book, ing the semester without any changes in the text. on a budget," she said.
Nygaard said the department does not change
and we won't even cover half of
Mark Friend, chairman of the department of texts without a good reason, and they really
it, and we had to pay probably
occupational safety and health, said he is in· review a text thoroughly before it is adopted.
$24 for it," he said.
Soui'Qe: JAMES UCHTENBERG

Instructors consider price

an unlimited demand for used :
books but a very limited supply. :
''We fill nationally only five :
percent of what we have orders :
for," he said.
.:
Dealing in wholesale books is ;
a cash business. The seasonali- :
ty affects the prices of books. A :
wholesale business may spend :
thousands of dollars to buy :
back books in May and won't be '
able to sell a large quantity of :
books until August, 'Locklear :
said.
~
Locklear said the book
business is a guessing game.
Wholesalers speculate on how
many used books they can sell
on the open market and take a
chance of losing.
"It's a very interesting
business that is misunderstood
by students," he said. "With
tuition and other costs there is
no opportunity to get a refund,
but books are one of the luxurie.s . At least you get
something back for it."

Where Your Textbook Dollar Goes-
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Babbage: Youth are future
$ecretary of state urges students to register to vote
By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

Secretary of State Bob Babbage said he believes the youth
are the future in Kentucky
politics, and that is why he is
-speaking to college students
a bout the importance of
registering to vote.
Babbage spoke to the Murray
S tat e Univ er sity Young
Democrats Organization Friday
l;lbout this topic.
"fve been involved in politics
for a long time. and it's
discouraging to see younger people not included," Babbage said.
Babbage said the youth need
to be educated about politics
and the importance of voting.
One way he proposes to do this
is to lower the voting age to 16.
" It intrigues me about the
thought of lowering the voting
a ge, " Babbage said.
He also said the timing of elections is also wrong, and the timing could be a contributing factor to lower voting turnout.
" It almost seems like we said
what day is the worst day to
vote in the spring (the Tuesday
after Memorial Day)," Babbage
said.
However, the most effective
way to " get out the vote" is to
e ncourage citizens who are not
registered voters to do so, Babbage said.
"You can pick a precinct that
i!'l the worst registered precinct

Photo by LEIGH LANDINI

Bud Kuhn, assistant professor of political science, discusses
ways to increase voter registration with Secretary of State Bob
Babbage.

and communicate directly with non-registered voters will prothose people by mail, by phone, duce more results.
by volunteers, by door-to-door.
"That's good old-fashioned
Go out and ask them," Babbage
politics," Babbage said. "The
~aid.
first politics I was ever exposed
He said personal contact with to was when 1 was 8-years-old

Films

The
Th

and I put door hangers on the
door, and anyone can do that,
and a step up from that is actually knocking and saying 'will
you vote?' ."
Babbage also said he advocates the much-debated campaign reform bill pending before
the General Assembly in which
spending and contributing
limits are placed on political
campaigns.
By placing spending limits on
campaigns, candidates would be
forced to actively talk with
voters and use other means of
campaigning such as door-todoor canvassing.
"If we publicly fund cam·
paigns as we are talking about
in Frankfort now, and you can
only raise a certain amount of
money and not the unlimited
amount you can now, you're go·
ing to finally max out your
money," Babbage said.
"If you run out of people to ask
for money a year before (election) because you ~axed out
your money. you're going to
have to fill that year of time
with some other activity," Babbage said.
"That would mean Gertrude's
20 votes that she worked so
hard to get to vote the way she
wanted them to would mean as
much as Mary's $500 check.
You can't take any more checks
once you meet the max," he
said.

I

POLICE BEAT

.
)

Feb.24
11:30 a.m. - The central plant reported a fire alarm going
off in the Business Building. A piece of paper had gotten
caught in a printing press and caught fire. The fire was
extinguished.
12:55 p.m. - A non-student was taken into custody by the
MwTay Police Department from the Curris Center in
reference to a theft.
4:31 p.m.- Someone reported a wallet stolen from the first
floor of the Special Education Building.
8:57 p.m. - A resident of College Courts reported being
locked out of his apartment. Two children were locked inside.
10:29 p.m. -A custodian found a checkbook and a wallet in
Racer Arena. The owner was notified.

Feb. 23
3:39a.m.- Someone broke a window on the second floor of
Franklin Hall with a fire extinguisher.
6:23 a .m. - A female called from Paris, Tenn., to report
that her daughters were on campus and did not come home
the night before. Officers located the two girls in Springer
Hall.

Feb.22
11:51 a.m. - Someone from Winslow Cafeteria called to
report a disturbance. A student refused to leave until he was
served a second serving of meat.
Feb. 21
1:08 a.m. - Someone reported screaming and yelling from
Woods Hall parking lot.
2:19 a.m. -The Murray Police Department arrested a student for public intoxication near the Special Education
Building.
9:11 a.m. - Eric A. Johnson, Hart Hall, reported his vehicle had been broken into near Hart Hall. A stereo valued at
$350 was stolen.
9:28p.m.- A male reported three other males were look·
ing into wjndows behind Mason Hall.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Kathy Eidson, reporter, from materials available to the public
from the public safety department.

Resident Advisors
Now Accepting Applications
for Fall ·19921
Excellent 0Rportunities and Benefits

n You Want IT
T ~e Your Pick At

FLICKS!

Applications may be picked up in the
Housing Office!
For more Information call 762-4890

We Reserve Movies
753-0959

~extto

I.JliJNJ)JlY

Let Us Help You
Take ALoad Off
(;J..I~ilNI~IlS
-Tired of wasting your time
doing laundry? Boone's
offers q wash 'n' fold
service for only $. 70
a pound. (minimum 10 lb.)
•Boones also offers you the
convienence of Drive Thru window service at
their University Branch.
Same Day Service
Guaranteed. Free coffee
everyday between 7 a.m 10 a.m.
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WITH 1 - 14" PIZZA
1 TOPPING

Serving Murray
1
Dixieland Shopping Ctr
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5.99+Tax

Additional Topplnga $.85 each
Not Valid With Any Other Coupon
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HOURS:
Mon. thru Thurs. 11 AM till 12:30 AM
Fri. & Sat.
11 AM till 1 :30
Sunday
12 Noon till 11 :30

ONLY$

of Coke

5. 99+ Tax

Additional Topplnga $.70 each
Not Valid With Any Other Coupon

Main

Plant 753-2552
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Occupational safety promoted at
MSU hosts safety center
By DAVID ALLAN BURNETT
Reporter

In response to Occupational
Safety and Health Administration and Environmental Protection Agency regulations, in·
dustry is forced to supply hazardous materials training to safety workers to prepare them in
the event of a spill or work
related accident.
Murray State University is
home to the nation's largest
safety and health department.
An important part of that
department is the occupational
safety and health training
center located in the Martha
Lay nc Collins Center ~or In·
dustry and Technology.
The training center offers
courses and seminars designed
to fulfill OSHA competency requirements for hazardous
material handlers. The program is primarily geared
toward regional industry, fire
and rescue services.
· · 11y, th e courses were
0 ngma
held in Roy Stewart Stadium
through a mid-west consortium, said Chuck N. Stribling,
a graduate assistant from
Henderson.
MutTay State received a

;;::!,:•,:,.~rtw~r: :.":.xi:: ~~~~~d:~~a, the clasRes are well
training. The University had
d
·h h
sue h goo
h success
k w1t th e prod
gramd t ey too it over, e sai ·
exists
hA istinction
··
d h between
t e semmars an t e courses,
str1'bl "mg sa1'd. The semmars
·
·11 b
1 d ·
Wl
ete
m one day.
1 t. e comp
fr
r
· h
as mg
om 10Ul' to e1g t
11ours. Th'IS wt"11 be t h e first
h
year t ey will be offered.
Th ese semmars
·
w1"11 b e
taught primarily by faculty
and deal with such topics as
ergonomics, industrial hygiene
an d emergency prepared ness.
The seminars are geared
· d IVl
' 'd ua 1s a 1rea d v
toward m
·
working in the field.
The courses, which range
from eight to 40 hours of
classroom and hands-on ex·
r
penence, lOCus on handling
hazardous
materials,
ly
in the case
of 8 spillespecial·
or accident. The hazardous materials
courses are taught by nonUniversity instructors who are
still active in industry.
OSHA requires companies
handling hazardous materials
to have their personnel
regularly recertified, Stribling
said. Since there is a considerable number of industries

The courses are open to
students, and full-time students
rece1"vc a d1'scount.
"Most students take them for
two reasons.'' Stribling said.
"One is it's good knowledge,
adaptable to what they are studying, and two it looks good on
a resume when they get out."
Prices for the courses run
from $175 to $695 for industry,
but full-time students can
enroll for $25 per day. The five
day hazardous waste site
worker course would cost a
Murra.v State student $125
compared to the $695 1ror
'
industt·y.
The money from these programs goes back into the
department, Stribling said, "so
we can be somewhat independ ent oft he budgeting process."
A portion of the funds received is used to update equipment
needed by the training center.
This enables the center to stay
abreast of the changing
technology employed by industry to deal with hazardous
materials and other factors sffecting both the worker and the
environment, he said.

Ms·u

Pending safety regulations
reviewed by com mi55 i0 ner
By LEIGH LANDINI

~------------------News Editor

Donald Wiseman, one of three commissioners in the Occupational Safetv
" and Health
Review Commission, explained the commission and legislation that may impact the current regulations of the safety and health field
at a lecture Monday ni«ht.
., interested in the
Wiseman, who became
safety field at a .young age, said several personal incidents such as losing partial hearing
while in the Navy and working in several factories led him to his job.
"What brought me around to being a safety
person was my own experience," Wiseman
said.
H e sat·d m
· t h e 196Os h e was hit by a crane
d d' 1
d h'
h
an
1s ocate
1s s oulder. In 1953, he
helped to hand make the first Chevrolet Corvette, but he became ill with fiberglass and
poxy poisoning.
Wiseman has sened as a re\·iew commission
director in 1both Arizona and North Carolina.
~isemnn's speech centered around the procedures of the Occupational Safety and Health
Review Commission and the effect of a proposed reform to OSHA.
The review commission is composed of three
commissioners, each of which are appointed
by the Pres.ident. Each commissioner reviews
cases and makes decisions separate from the
others, Wiseman said.
The review commission was fol'med in 1970

as an outgrowth of the legislation that created
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. Rule-making and enforcement
are conducted by the Secretary of Labor and
adjudicated by OSHA, he said. But there is
not a connection between OSHA and the
review commission.
Wiseman said the review commission in·
vestigates incidents and makes decisions
about those incidents.
"When your case goes to an administrative
law judge • . . We look at that petition and
we decide if there is review," Wiseman said.
However, these reviews only apply to statEJs
that fall under federal occupational safety
regulations. Kentucky does not, he said.
He said OSHA inspections are carried out by
inspection officers who write citations. After a
citation is written, there can be pre-hearing
conferences.
"Settlements happen in the majority of
cases," Wiseman said. "Generally what happens is that they've been cutting settlements
in half."
Another issue in the safety field is the proposed legislation dealing with OSHA reform.
Wiseman said the legislation has been introduced by several senators including Edward Kennedy.
"I don't know what the outcome will be," he
said. "Safety is on the front burne1·."

I
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Paulin lectures on panenthiasm

Senate passes exigency policy
Staff Report

"However, if the Board of Regents decides
that after taking other reasonable steps, it is
necessary to reduce the faculty payroll, it will
vote to declare a state of financial exigency.
"Although priority consideration will be
given to protecting the appointments of senior
and tenured faculty, all faculty positions are
available for elimination once a state of financial exigency has been declared by the Board.''

A financial exigency policy to be included in
the Faculty Handbook was not only approved
by the Faculty Senate, it was also made into a
policy resolution to be presented to the Murray State Board of Regents next month.
The policy was approved at the Faculty
Senate's supplemental meeting last week,
which was called to complete business not
handled at the Senate's regular monthly
meeting Feb. 4.
The financial exigency policy states that "in
the even! of a budget crisis, the University
will always make good faith efforts to protect
faculty members from the full effects of the
downfall.
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The policy adds that if the Board of Regents
should vote to eliminate an academic program
or to combine academic ~rograms resulting in .
tlie reduction of facul t~ positions, all faculty
positions in those programs become available
for elimination.
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By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

"There is nothing which is
knowable outside of God's
scope,'' David A. Paulin,
visiting professor from the
University of Manchester in
England, told a group of about
40 Murray State University
students and faculty members
Monday night.
Paulin, chairman of the
department of philosophy and
religion at MancheAter, gave a
lecture titled, "God, the World,
snd Time," in which he dic;cussed the notion of Panenthiusm.

Panenthiasm, or all in God,
Paulin said, is a way of explaining the relationship between
God and the world.
To explain the notion of
nothing knowable outside
God's scope, Paulin described
God as a God who is eternal,
tempera!, self-conscious, allknowing and world inclusive.
''It is a process of becoming as
real in God," he said.
Gayne Nerney, professor of
philosophy, said Paulin gave
the type of lecture heard at
philosophy conventions.
"It was an uncompromising,

yet not invalid, theological inquiry," Nerney said. "Paulin
spoke on the highest type of
level discussing the human
mind's attempt to understand
God."
•
Paulin, who has published •!
five books on the subject with :
another one on the way, is a ;
reader at Manchester. In ':
England, a reader is a research •
professor.
Monday night's lecture was
co-sponsored by the department :
of philosophy und religious •
studies and the College of ~
Humanistic Studies.
·:
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WHY YOU SHOULD START PLANNING FOR
RETIREMENT WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED.
F

or retirement to be the time ofyour life, you
have to dream a little-about the thin~
you've always wanted to do: travel. explore,
start a business. Just imagine ...
W1th a dream and a plan, you can make it
happen. Your pension and Social Security
ahouJd provide a good
basic retirement income,
but what about all those
extras that make your
drums possible? You'll
probably need some
additiona.lsavings.
1HE DREAM IS YO UR OWN.
WE C AN HELP YOU WJnl THE PLAN.

TIAA-cREF Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs), tax-deferred annuities for
people like you in education and research, are
a good way to save for retirement and save
on taxea now. SR.& are easy-you rna.ke con·
tributions through ~ur institution before your
taxes are calculated, so you pay less tax now.
1 STAllT PLANNING FOR TilE
You pay no tax on
I TIME OF YOUR LIFE, TODAY.
your SRA contributions
1 F'or your fr« '11AA-CREF Suppl~memal
'RetiN"m.,nt Annuity Kit. '"nclthil coupon ro:
4
and earnings until you
I TlAA·CREF, Dept. QC, 130 Third Avenue.
receive them as income.
I N~w York NY 10017. Or ~all 1 800 842-2733, Ext. 8016.
And saving regularly
means your contribuj ,,:.,.. ( Piu~r""''
tions and their earnings
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can add up quickly.
What else makes SRAs
so special? A broad range
of allocation choices. from
the safety ofTIAA to the
investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity:
no u.les charges; a variety of ways to receive
income, including annuities, payments over a
ftxed period, or cash. You may also be able to
borrow against your SRA accumulation
before you retire.•
All thia, plus the top inveatment manage·
ment that has helped make TIAA·CREF the
largest retirement system in the country.
So start dreaming and planning for the time
of your life. Because the sooner you start your
SRA. the greater your savings and your retirement will be.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it :"'
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Students wary
.Iof horoscopes
By AMY HELM.

·.

However, Hetzler said she
does not believe in astrology
Although former first lady and prefers to let things happen
I Nancy Reagan placed a great on their own.
"I think the future is going to
' amo~~ of faith in astrological
Murray
State
hap
predtcttons,
most
·
·
d
h' k
pen, an d peop1e can 't con·
U mverstty stu ents t tn
t
1
·
1· bl
ro 1't. 1 rea11y don't bel'teve ·m
astro1ogy ts unre 1a e.
t 1
" h
·d
: "I don't truly believe in as ro ogy' s e 581 ·
.
horoscopes." said Renae
For some students, readmg
IRogers, a sophomore accoun· horoscopes is a fu.n .way to
ting major from Murray. "I relax, but the predtctlons are
think they are fun to read rarely accu~ate.
• be c a u s e they g i v e you
"I read it for something to
something to look forward to." do," said Amy McLeod, a
1 Rogers said she reads her
sophomore elementary educahoroscope about three times per tion major from Benton. "I am a
week.
Sagittarius, and occasionally
"I am a Gemini. I enjoy my horoscope is pretty
reading the predictions, but I accurate."
think you can make anything
Despite her horoscope mat·
fit your horoscope if you want," ching certain events, McLeod
she said.
said she does not believe in it.
Another Gemini said she en·
"I don't have a lot of faith in
joys reading her horoscope, it. Sometimes it will be close
although not as often, and she and then other times it will be
only reads it to see whether or really off the wall," she said.
not it came true.
Stephanie Moore, a freshman
"I read it every once in a
business
management and
while when I read the
marketing
major from Fort
newspaper," said Kate
Campbell,
said
she used to read
Maloney , a freshman jourher
horoscope,
but cannot find
nalism major from Chicago. "It
the
time
to
read
them now.
is interesting to read my
"One
of
my
best friend's
horoscope at the end of the day
mother
is
really
religious,
and
to see if it .is true or not.
she told me it was wrong to
Sometimes it is true."
Although she does not believe read it," she said. "I am really
astrology can defmitely predict too busy now to read it, and I
the future, some of the predic· don't buy as many magazines."
Some students, however, see
tions about love and relation·
ships are pretty accurate, said no point in wasting time
Anne -Marie Hetzler, a reading their horoscope, since
freshman special education ma- they have no basis for fact.
"I don't believe in astrology. I
jor from Union City, Tenn .
"I'm a Scorpio, and I'm kind think it is unfounded and a
of curious," she said. "I like to hoax," said Jeremy Whitmore,
see if1 my horoscope will relate a sophomore outdoor recreation
major from Rochester, N.Y.
. to my1#fe in any, way."
, Ass1stant Campus lite Ed1tor
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Explanations lurk behind many superstitions

•
•

~
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Senior Staff Writer

As the poor student wobbled into his
room, he almost tripped over his
carpet which was only one of the bad
things that happened to him that day.
He broke his finger, poked himself
in the eye and accidentally ate poison
ivy.
The student was a victim of bad
luck. He crossed the path of a black
cat, went under a ladder and broke his
mirror.
Earlier he just shrugged it off and
did not consider it superstitious.
Superstitions have prott'l¥led into
the lives of people since the Middle
Ages.
Superstitions have a reason,
background and practical
explanation.
How Superstitions Got Started listed
several superstitions and their
histories:
• Spilling salt is considered bad luck.
Considered to be a holy substance, salt
is purified and a symbol of
incorruptibility.
Spilling salt is a omen of ill luck
which could be prevented only if the
offender threw a pinch of it with his
right hand over his left shoulder.
• The number 13, found in the Norse
mythology, is also considered
'unlucky.
This s~perstition stems from the
fable about a banquet held in
Valhalla, to which 12 gods had been
invited. But Loki, the spirit of strife
and evil, interrupted the banquet,
making the number 13.
As a result Balder, the favorite of
the gods, waR killed.

Statistical surveys from insurance
companies show that of any group of
13, one person would die within less
than 12 months.
• Knocking on wood also has meaning to the superstitious.
To talk of a personal good luck is a
challenge of fate and that gave rise to
many precautionary measures, such
as touching wood.
Wood is associated with the cross of
Christ.
Churches all over the world
treasured pieces of wood which they
believed once were part of the real
cross, and to touch the pieces would
assure happiness.
• A four-leafed clover is considered
good luck.
This superstition has been derived
since the beginning of time.
When Adam and Eve were expelled
from Paradise, Eve took a four-leafed
clover with her which flourished in
the Garden of Eden because she
wanted to retain something that
would remind her of her happy existence in the now lost Paradise.
• The lucky horseshoe is associated
with witches in the Middle Ages.
Men thought they were safe from
evil spells when they were in the open
air, but in danger in the home.
It was believed that witches feared
horses, which is one reason why they
rode broomsticks.
It followed that a horseshoe at the
door of the house would be protection,
as the mere sight of it would frighten
away the witches.
But the horseshoe must be hung in a
certain wav - its points upward.

U.S. Consumption-
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• Breaking a mirror is considered bad
luck.
The ftrst mirrors in time were the
still waters of lakes and pools.
When people looked into them they
did so, not out of vanity, but to view
their fate.
The way people's image appeared on
the surface was an indication of what
the future held for them. If the face
seemed distorted, broken into many
pieces, it was taken as forthcoming
evil.
Primitive man imagined that the
picture he saw was not the reflection
of his personal image but of the soul
which had an independent existence
and could detach itself from the body
and thus actually be in the mirror.
If this were broken, the soul too was
shattered, and the substance of existence destroyed.
• Walking under ladders is a
superstitious belief.
Leaning against a wall, a ladder
forms a triangle which is a symbol of
Holy Trinity.
To pass through it would be equal to
defying the sacred power and an intru·
sion into sanctified space.
• Getting out of bed on the wrong side
is also construed as a superstition.
People who are found ill-tempered
are suggested to have gotten out of
bed on the wrong side.
• Opening an umbrella indoors is con·
sidered bad luck because the umbrella
is a shield against open air, rain or
snow.
To open it where it does not belong is
a defiance of natural order, and God
intended umbrellas to be used outdoors and will punish those who do not

( J-A_SU_C_E_O_F_IHE
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respect but scorn His intention, according to some.
• Meeting a black cat is considered to
be good or bad luck, depending on the
country.
A cat was thought to be so holy that
anyone who killed it, even by accident, was put to death.
In the Middle Ages, a black cat was
associated with witches who could
transform into a black cat.
To have a black cat cross one's path
was regarded as an ill omen.
Not only were the people in the Middle Ages superstitious, but some Murray State University students are as
well.
Lori Leslie, a sophomore social work
major from Chandler, Ind., said one of
her superstitions deals with a full
moon.
''I'm always afraid to drive when a
full moon is out," she said. "Strange
things happen when there's a full
moon."
Leslie said she drives carefully
when she is ,o ut because she is afraid
something bad is going to happen.
"I had one friend who had a bad acci·
dent on a full moon," she said.
Leslie said she also does not like it
when a black cat crosses her path.
Leslie said four-leafed clovers,
horseshoes, rabbit foots and red
M&Ms are good luck.
Raco Holloway , a sophomore
undeclared major from Hickman, said
when she was little, she used to find
four-leafed clovers and put them in
her Bible.
"But I didn't know it was for good
luck," Holloway said.
Holloway said she believes it is bad

Life after war

When Capt. Mike DeJearnette, now an associate professor of military science, returned
from Saudi Arabia, he was not prepared for
what he encountered back home.
"There are not that many trees in the desert,
and when we got back, I felt really closed in for
awhile," he said.
DeJearnette likes teaching at Murray State
University because of the more relaxed pace
than he was accustomed to during combat duty.
Story on Page 9

.
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luck to break a mirror.
"When I was a senior in high school~
I was looking at a hand mirror to see
the back of my hair in another mirror:
and I dropped it," she said. "I had my
boyfriend take me down to the river to
throw in a piece of it to ward off the
bad luck."
•
Holloway said this superstition has
been in her family for years.
Holloway said she does not consider
opening an umbrella superstitious.
"You just don't do it," she said. "I've
always been taught to never open up
an umbrella inside a room, and I just:
thought that was being courteous." ,
When a black cat crosses her path,'
Holloway said she puts an "X" on her
window.
Some of these superstitions are
shared by Julia Elliott, a freshman accounting major from Owensboro.
"If a black cat crosses the road, 1
stop completely," she said.
i
Elliott said her family has black cats
and she never plays with them.
Another superstition of Elliott's is
that when her nose itches, she e~
company, she said.
"If I had any coins with tails up in·
stead of heads up, I don't touch it,"
Elliott said.
Elliott said she also has a weird one
where she plays padiddle when she
sees a car with one headlight out.
"If you kiss your hand and touch th~
top of your car, it's suppose to bringl
you good luck with boys," she said:- 1
"But everytime I do padiddle, I end up
fighting wth my boyfriend."
Elliott said she gets most of her
superstitions from old people at her
church.

Opera workshop
The Murray State University Opera
Workshop will perform Wednesday at 8
p.m. and Thursday at 6:45 p.m. in the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
The free performance, sung in Eng·
lish, will feature scenes from The Mar·
riage of Figaro, The Barber of Seville;
The Old Maid and the Thief and will
conclude with the final scene from The
Dialogues of the Carmelites.

MSU students Lara Granstaff,
Amanda Sims-Groves, Tina Esterle,
Bart Dawson, Darryl Scott Ferguson
and Deborah Tracy will be among the
featured performers.
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Professor adapts to life
·a fter Persian Gulf War
By KRISTIE HELMS
Campus Ufe Editor

Being a combat soldier preparing for war can
be difficult for anyone in the military. That problem is compounded when the soldier is also daddy to a four-year-old daughter.
Capt. Mike DeJearnette, now an assistant professor of military science, faced just such a problem before being deployed to Saudi Arabia last
year.
,
"The day before I left in August, I told her
three simple things. I said, 'I got to go to work, so
mind your mom while I'm gone. I'm going to be
gone a long time. And just remember, if I don't
come back, I love you and expect you to grow up
to be the type of person your mother is,'" he said.
DeJearnette did return from Desert Storm
nearly eight months after he had left. Trading in
a machine gun and hand grenades for a remote
control and stocked refrigerator took some getting used to, he said.
"When we got home, I walked around, I picked
the phone up a few times, I opened up the cupboards and saw food, I opened up the refrigerator,
walked around the house and looked in all the
drawers," he said. "It was just an unusual ex·
perience. I hadn't seen anything like that in
eight months."
Following their initial reunion, DeJearnette's
wife, Dinah, noticed the change in her husband
the second the couple climbed into their car, he
said.
"While I was over there, toward the end of the
war, some of the Iraqis were trying to escape by
driving civilian vehicles. Whenever we'd stop
them, we wou1d use this grenade called a thermite grenade which melts down the metal. My
first comment to my wife was, 'Gee honey, the
last civilian vehicle I was in, we blew up.' She
hasn't let me forget that comment," he said.
During the eight months that DeJearnette was
in the desert, he lived in bunkers and in holes in
the ground, which made keeping clean difficult,
he said.
"The facilities were very sparse for our unit as
far as showers because we're alight infantry unit
and we get most places by helicopter," he said. "I
took a shower on Dec. 29 and didn't have another
one until April 5."
Despite these conditions, the thing DeJearnette said he remembers most about the ex·
perience was the way the soldiers pulled
together.
"I think the thing that impressed me the most
about it was seeing people that were terrified
iltill per.fg.Qll in a truly exemplary manner. It's

amazing how people can put aside their fears in
order to do something," DeJearnette said.
Support from people in the United States was
also phenomenal during the fighting and kept
the soldiers going throughout the conflict, he
said.
"When you're out in the middle of the desert
with nothing around you other than more desert
and more soldiers, you start wondering a lot of
things, like 'Why did I even go in the Army?'
After we'd been out there for several months the
fact of liberating Kuwait was still on everyone's
mind, but it kind of took a back seat to doing it
for the homefolks," he said.
Returning to the large reception and outpouring of emotions by Americans following the war
was difficult for DeJearnette to handle. since in
his mind he was only doing a job.
"I was extremely humbled by it. My wife kept
saying just smile and just say thanks. But
everywhere we'd go, someone would either say
something, or if we were in a restaurant, people
would just say, 'Oh, we'll pick up the tab.'
Seriously~ it blew me away, and I had a Jot of
trouble handling it, because it was my job.
"When you ask a doctor to go petform an operation, when he comes back, people don't buy him
dinner. And to me, going over there, was, well, I
equate it the same. It was my job," he said.
Since returning from Saudi Arabia, DeJearnette's job has changed considerably. He is
currently teaching third year ROTC cadets in
preparation for advanced camp, and he said it
will take him some time to get out of the combatmode of thinking, he said.
"I think I can best describe it as where I came
from, it seemed the train moved at about 300
miles an hour and it never stopped. Well here the
train is doing the speed limit and it stops
whenever it wants,'' he said.
Although the students that DeJearnette is
teaching are not official1y soldiers yet, he said he
still thinks of them in that way, but with a little
difference between them and the combat soldiers
that he formerly commanded.
"I look at the cadets as soldiers when they're
here, and what's an adjustment for me is that
they have two lives. They've got the life where
they're pursuing a commission through ROTC,
and they've got their prima1·y reason for being
here, and that's college. It's going to take me
awhile to understand that they might say, 'Hey,
I've got to go take a test.' None of my soldiers
ever had to go take a test," he said with a grin.

Photos by JUD COOK

Capt. Mike DeJearnette,
associate professor of military
science, demonstrates the use
of combat equipment to one of
hi s c lasses. DeJearnette
began working at Murray State
University In January after
returning from service in
Saudi Arabia.

ROTC program offers action
Staff Report

Students interested in pursuing a career in the military can
start by enrolling in the
Reserve Officers' Training
,Corps.
· ROTC is a four year program
at Murray State University,
said Todd Harrison, assistant
professor of military science
and recruitement operations
officer.

Freshmen can sign up for a
military science course through
registration as they are signing
up for their other classes.
Freshmen and sophomores are
not obligated to stay in the
ROTC program.
When students in the ROTC
program become juniors and
seniors, they must sign a contract which obligates them to
eight years of service.

Juniors and seniors take
classes such a:; a leadership
assessment program, military
justice and army logi stics
svstem.
·Between their junior and
senior yea1·s, students are re quired to attend a leadership
advance camp in Fort Bragg.
N.C., where they ure expected
to demone<trate leader!!h ip
abilities in thei1' position.
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Plants offer touch of home
By SHANNON BARNHill
Reporter

Making a dorm room your
''home-away-from-home" is
often a difficult task. Many
students bring tHeir favorite
things from home to decorate,
and plants are sometimes a fre·
quent dorm fixture.
Because many of the dorm
Tooms on campus have little ac·
· cess to natural light, it is
sometimes difficult for the
beginning green thumb to find
a plant that will thrive.
"Very few plants grow well
with little light, and those that
do often try to grow toward
light," said Dana Hoffman of
.Hoffman's Nw·sery in Murray.
, Some varieties of ficus plants
~will adapt to low-light rooms
:after a period of adjustment,
·Hoffman said. During that
-period they will cb·op some
leaves and appear to be dying,
'but will adapt and live.
For students on the go who
don't have much time to care
for a plant, cactuses are ideal.
They require little water and
will thrive in a window.
· "Because they're living

things, all plants need food,
water and light. They will pretty much tell you when they are
in need of these things. They
begin to wilt or weep," Hoffman
said.
Peace Lillies grow very well
in rooms with little light, and
for students who are short on
space, the African Violet is a
small, blooming plant t hat
grows well in windows. said
Donna Gream of D & M
Market.
Another va1·iety of plant that
thrives in rooms with small
windows is ivy. It will grow
toward natural light, and can
be turned often to produce a
rather large plant, Hoffman
said.
For students interested in
buying a plant, they are fairly
inexpensive. Small African
Violets cost around five dollars,
while cactuses are more expensive beca use of their slow
growth, Geam said.
''If you start with a small
plant in a six inch pot , it should
cost around e ight dollars. Floor
s ize plants may run up to $35,"
Hoffman said.
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AROUND CAMPUS
Archaeological conference planned
Murray State University's Archeological program will host
the Ninth Ann\lal Kentucky Heritage Council's Ar·
chaeological Conference beginning at 8:30 a.m., SatUt·day
and Sunday in the Johnson Theatre Lobby on the first floor of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.
More than two dozen papers will be presented conceming
various aspects of Kentucky's prehistory and early historic
eras.
An admission fee of $4 will be charged, and the public is in·
vited to attend.

Ballet class available
A ballet class taught by Nancy Nerney is planned from
4:30-5:45 p.m. March 17 for MSU faculty and staff in the
gymnastics room of Carr Health.
For more information about the class, contact Nerney at
759-1445 or Campus Recreation at 762-6791.

ABC workshop offered
An Adults Belong In College workshop is planned from 6-9
p.m. Monday, March 2 in the CutTis Center Small Ballroom.
The free workshop will offer information to adults wanting
more information about going to college.
Reservations must be made today by calling the Center for
Continuing Education and Academic Outreach at
1·800-669-7654 or 762-4250.
Photo by CHERI STUART

Kelly E. Brown , a freshman graphic arts technology major from
Beaver Dam, waters a fern in an office. Ferns must receive
sunlight and a small amount of water to stay healthy.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Meeting. 5:15p.m., March 3, Hart Hall Coffeehouse. All students
are invited to attend a meeting of the Residents Hall Association.

·'•

.Scouting museum welcomes two new exhibits
'

·ey JEFF DREWS
Reporter

National Scouting
1 The
Museum, which will re-open
'sunday, will have even more
exciting exhibits with the addi·
tion of two new displays.
'• "Scouting Goes Hollywood'' is
a new exhibit featuring Scouts
who have' become famous
television or movie stars.
'• Boy Scouts are featured in
many movies. Stephen
Spielberg, who was an Eagle
Scout, used Boy Scouts in his
films Indiana Jones and the

Last Crusade and Hook. Other
celebr ity Scouts include Bob
Hope. Jonathan Frakes, Rich
Little, William Hanna, Walt
Disney and Henry Fonda.
"We think the new exhibit
will prosper extremely well,"
said David Webb, exhibit
curntor
"Lone Scouts" is also a new
exhibit which will be ready in
April.
SPINNERS, a live story telling group used to e ntertain and
inform visitors, is a nother new
attraction at t he museum.

The group wns started in
1985 at the National Scouting
Museum. Over the past two
years, SPINNERS has traveled
more than 33,000 miles and
entertained more than 100,000
people in eight states. Jay
Overton, projects director, said
he enjoys SPINNERS just as
much as the audience does.
The museum also has other
exhibits that interest Scouts.
Murray the Robot greets
guests as they enter the
muse\lm, Murray is designed to
tell stories and sing songs. He is

considered the museum's of·
ficial hm;t.
The museum also features the
Scoutaround 'rheater, a multimedia presentation that surrounds the audience.
In addition, the Rockwell
Gallery features 28 illm;trations by Norman Rockwell. The
museum has 54 original works
by the artist, and il is the sc·
cond largest collection in the
world.
Patrol Theater and Values
Theater, both interactive exhibits, are also featured at the

museum. The audience deter- in Scouting. 'rhe Founders'
. mines the outcome of the story. Gallery contains artifacts link·
Patrol Theater deals with the ed to the men whQ ~-tarted
importance of teamwork. The Scouting.
Values 'l'heater encourages
In addition, the Beginnings is
young Scouts to make ethical a robotic animation display usdecisions about truAt and loyal- ed to bring the founders of
ty in lifelike situations.
Scouting to life. Robots Ernest
The museum also has an Seton, Lord Robert BadenAmazing Adventure. which is a Powc!ll, Daniel Beard and
maze thal requiJ·es all who James West at·e used to
enter to usc pathfinding skills. l'ecreatc Scouting in their
Scouts use a compass to find generation.
The museum has a $3 fee for
their way out of the scary three·
Murray State students, faculty
dimensional maze.
History is also H majo1' factor and staff.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
'Merani!' offers cultural experience
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Photo furnished by MURRAY CIVIC MUSIC ASSOCIATION

" Meranll," the National Children' s Folk Dance Ensemble of Soviet Georgia, will perform
Tuesday at 8 p .m. In Lovett Auditorium. The group will perform dances that are nearly 2,000
years old.

People who are interested
in expanding their cultural
horizons as well aR being
entertained can satisfy both
needs by seeing "Merani!''
perform.
"Merani!," the National
Children's Folk Dance
Ensemble of Soviet Georgia,
will present a concert for
area school children and an
evening performance for the
public Tuesday at 8 p.m.
The group is composed of
30 boys and girls, aged 7 to
14, who are accompanied by
several adult musicians. The
youngsters do folkloric
dances inspired by the more
than 2,000-yem· history of
the Georgian people.
RogeJ' Reichmuth, assistant dean of the College of
Fine A,rts and Communication, said one •·eason for
choosing "Merani!" to perform was to provide
multicultural events for peo·
ple to attend.
··our objective is to have a
wide diversity of programming over a period of yean;,"
he said.
Reichmuth said Murrav
State University Pres!de~t
Ronald Kurth and his
family's arrival were
another reason for the
choice.
''They have experience
with Ru~sian culture," he
said.
He said the performance
will provide something for
area school children to

attend.
"We are trying to pre~ent u
regional concert children
could see free of charge,''
Reichmuth said.
Area families who have
children the same age as the
members of "Merani!" will
provide housing for the performers while they are here,
Reichmuth said. The Holiday Inn will provide complimentary rooms for the
adults in the group for two
nights.
Other activities in which
the group will participate include free access to the
gameroom for a specified
period of time. a tour of the
National Scouting Museum,
lunch with the Kurths and a
tour of Oakhurst.
Reichmuth said Munay
StaLe students can benefit
from watching the children
perform.
"Students get exposure lo
another culture that goes
back 2,000 years of history,''
he said.
''Some of their dances
come ft·om cultural beliefs
and traditions and the
military,'' he said.
Reichmuth said the performance ties world civilization
courses, humanitie~ and the
arts together.
"It is an expression
through the arts," he said.
People may be admitted to
the petformance with a Mur·
ray Civic Music As.!'ociation
membership or MSU student
ID. Tickets may also be purchased at the door for $20.

MSU to swing '
to jazz band ·
.•

By PAMELA R. DIXON

t
'l'he Murray State University
jazz band will perform its ftrst
concert of the year at 8 p.m.
March 5 in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
'
John Schlabach, assistant
profcssol' of music, said the
music will be a mixture of
modern big band, traditionals,
swing, Latin rhythms, contem·
porary rhythms and current
sounds of fission tunes.
"The atmosphere of this typk
nf music is verv different. It is
relaxed rather than formal and
more improvised. I think it will
he easy for students to show
theh· appreciation for the
music. Students can clap their
hands and enJOY themselves,·•
Schlabach ~aid.
The jazz bund consists of two
sE~paratc student bands. The
students who will perform audit ion each semester before
Schlabach and are placed in one
of two handR. 'rhe first contains
19 students. '!'he second band of
17 will pelform first in the jazz
concert.
Mike Johnson, a sophomore
finance major from South
Fulton, Tenn., said this is hi;;
second appearance with the
1
band.
"I like the people in the band.
They really are a lot of fun to
work with," Johnson said.
·
"1 play the baritone
ophone in the band. I've been
pl11ying it fo1· about eight yearf?.
I also play by ear on the
keyboard. I usually try to practice an hour and a half twice 'a
week,'' Johnson said.
Reporter

sai-

_: Wrather Museum exhibits Lanning's African souvenirs
~y AMY ...:;;;
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Staff Writer

When most people travel,
they bring back a few
:souvenirs, but when Adam Lanning, associate professor in the
department of sociology, anthropology and social work,
travels he tries to bring back
the entire culture.
Lanning has loaned some of
his items from Africa to the
West Kentucky Wrather
Museum as part of the ''Focus
on Africa" series at Murray
State University,
Sally Alexander, exhibits
coordinator, said they had no
trouble obtaining the items for
the exhibit.
"We ha vc used some of his
items before, so we contacted
him about it. He was delighted
to do it and brought them right
over," she said.
Items in the exhibit include
jewelry, containers, bowls,
weapons, clothing, ebony and
soapstone carvings and
children's tovs.
Cultures represented include
Turkana, Maasai, Kisei, Akamba, Pokot, Samburu, Boran and
Makonde.
Lanning said he first went to

CHRIS T HOMPSON'S

Africa in 1988 for three months
as part of the exchange program at Murray State Univer·
sity. He went again in 1989 for
seven months as an employee of
the University in Kenya.
Lanning said his family also
has been to Kenya with him.
"The first time I paid for my
wife to come down. She stayed
five weeks and we traveled and
went on safari," he said. "The
second time, being under contract, they paid for my wife's
way down and all children 19
and under."
Lanning said his daughter,
Bayberry, who was 18 at the
time, stayed a month, and his
wife stayed with him six weeks.
"It was absolutely wonderful
to be there and have your fami·
ly and make all this possible,"
he said.
Lanning said his wife Bunny
did most of the serious collecting while visiting.
''We are collectors." he said.
"Wherever we go we try to bring half the country back with
us."
Lanning said some of the
necklaces on display have very
special meaning to the African
tribes.

"The meanings of the colors
are deep within the culture.
They are magical to them," he
said.
Lanning said they search
whet·ever they go for items to
add io their collection.
"Well over half of the stuff we
collected we got at the city
market which mainly deals
with modern day tourist stuff.
One or two shops have old types
of items. We typically look for
things that are not basically for
tourists," he said.
Lanning said he hopes to
return to Kenya.
"I am right now waiting to
hear whether or· not the university is able to get a grant which
they sought to get me back," he
said. "I might go in May and
l'ltay for about eight months. I
would love to."
Lanning said he has shown
some of the collection at other
exhibits and at the International Bazaar in the Curris
Center·.
The public may view "An
African Journey" at the
museum from 10 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday
and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday.

Photo by TRENT REDM~mQ

I

This headrest Is one of the Items featured In ''An African Journey" In Wrather Mu'Jeum. Some
Items were loaned by Adam Lanning, associate professor of sociology, anthropology and soci~
work.
1
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WORLD GONE MAD

SPOTLIGHT
Metallica rocks the house
Rock and roll group Melallicn will present "An Evening
with Metallica" Wednesday ul 8 p.m. at Southern Illinois
Universitv's Arena.
Tickets· are $19.50 resel'ved. To charge by phone or to
receive fuxther information, call the SIU Arena hotline at
(618)453-5341.
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Conference celebrates women

!;
"

SABRINA EDELEN'S

Murray State University will host n Celebmte Women Ex- R
hibit and conference in celebration of women, their interests. '(!
accomplishments and contributions today in the Curris ;Center Gallery.
'
The exhibit wiH feature paintings of women by women and · i!
will run for approximately two weeks.
~

EIPOp

• . FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Play. The Actor's Nightmare and Sister Mary lgnat1us Explains it All
for You, 7 p.m., Friday, Feb. 28, Chocolate Box Theatre, Wilson Hall,
Room 310 B. Admission $1.
• Auditions. "You Should've Been a Doctor," "Ski-Glow" and ..The
Missing," 7 p.m., Sunday, March 1 and Monday, March 2, Playhouse
in the Park.
• Concert. Catherine Mallett, soprano and V1ckl King, piano. Faculty
Recital, 3:30 p.m., Sunday, March 1, Farrell Recital Hall Free
admission.
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A glimpse into the entertainment world
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f~acers

prepare to wrap up season

MIKE

~ IU is last stop on season trail;

PADUANO
Reporter

team plans for postseason play
Ly MIKE PADUANO
~eporter
l With a record fifth Ohio
~alley Conference Champion·
tship neatly tucked away, the
.£!1urray State Racers have only
Eastern Illinois remaining on
the schedule before postseason
play begins.
EIU (13.12) dropped a 77-73
decision to the Racers at
Charleston, Ill., Feb. 3. The
P a n t h e r s h u n g c 1o s e
throughout the game, but
Racer guard Frank Allen
qcored the last seven points for
Murray State to pull out the
win. Eastern Illinois is led by
Barry Johnson, averaging 14.6
points and 8.4 rebounds and
Steve Rowe with 13.9 points per
contest.
Racer head coach Scott Edgar
said the Panthers lack height,
but gives Murray State pro·
blems with their quickness.
"They're quick jumpers," he
said. "They all have some
perimeter skills."
In the two teams' previous
meeting, EIU's Dave Olson hit
seven three·point baskets and
had a game·high 26 points.
Mw-ray State was able to
clinch first place outright with
a 105-75 whipping of arch-rival
Austin Peay.
"We ' hit on all eight
cylinders," Edgar said. "It's
that time of year when you

" We hit on all
eight cylinders.,
-Scott Edgar
have to take it up one more
level."
Rebounding played a key role
in Monday night's contest. All
11 Racers came ofT the game
with marks in rebounding as
MSU outrebounded the Govs
54-28.
"The thing that was so amazing was that they only had five
offensive rebounds," he said.
Led by Popeye Jones' 21
points and 17 rebounds, the
Racers held the lead most of the
game, trailing by three on the
contest's first basket by Geoff
Herman. A little later another
basket by Herman gave the
Governors a 7-5 lead. MSU
scored 19 of the next 23 points
to pull out a 24-lllead.
The Racers used balanced
scoring throughout the first
half of the game with four
players scoring in double
figures. Maurice Cannon had a
game-high 23 points and added
seven assists and hit eight of
his first nine field goal at·
tempts. Scott Sivills scored 14
points, and Frank Allen had 13
in the MSU win.

COMMENTARY

Popeye put MSU
on sports map
with rebounds

Saturday night the Racers
were defeated 80-75 by. ov~
newcomer Southeast Mtssoun
State in front of a record crowd
"Where do you go to school,"
of 7,195 at a sold out Show Me
he asked .
Cente_r.in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
''Murray State," I said.
Tratlmg 37-32 at the half,
"Where?''
Murray State ~ell behind .by as
1
"You know, Popeye.' '
many a~:; 16 pomts early m the
''Oh, that's right."
second-half..B~hind 53-37 with
That was the beginning of a
14:49 remammg, the Racers
typical conversation for me lastl
went on a 23-9 run with Jones
year during Spring Break.
and Scott Adams combining for
Popeye Jones is one of the'\
16 points.
most well-known players in colf
The turning point in the lege basketball, and if you have'
game was right after MSU cut
never seen him play, Saturday•
the SEMO lead to two. On the
at 7:30p.m. is your last chancefollowing possesion, Allen foulto see the amazing Popeye play."
ed out on a controversial call.
in Racer Arena when MSU
The Racers .s tayed close and
hosts Eastern Illinois.
trailed 75-73 with 1:58 left but
If vou don't know the story,
never tied the score.
here· it is again! He lugged t
Southeast was led by Alex
around more than 300 pounds
Beason with 18 points and four
on a 6·foot-8-inch frame his •
other starters with double
freshman year, could only play'
figures in scoring.
in short spurts because be
The first round of OVC tourwould get out of breath. and
nament play begins Friday,
you could time his movement
March 6 at Rupp Arena in Lex·
up and down the court with a •
ington. Murray State has a bye
calendar.
until the semifinals when it
Then he lost 60 pounds durwill play the winner of the
ing the summer of 1989 using::game featuring the number five
Tommy Lasorda's favorite diet•:
and number four seeds. Neither
plan. And the rest is history. ~
seed has been determined,
Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN
Unlike when he came here as
although it appears that Ten·
a freshman, Popeye Jones isJ
nessee Tech and Austin Peay
now known for his dominant_
will occupy the spots in the Jerry Wilso n goes airbo rne for the rebound In Monday night's game instead of his huge-field. Southeast Missouri is in· battle against Austin Peay. Wilson, along with the Race r squad, shorts.
capped the OVC title In a 105-75 win ove r the Govs.
eligible for the tournament.
An overweight teenager with',
big ears. nicknamed after a car:'!
toon character, goes to Murray 1
State and becomes an all·
American who was nationall,Y\
known and a touted NBA prospect? Come on!
Breazeale said it is going to positive about our possible
Breazeale said.
Popeye averaged 19.5 points
Against the Otahkians, be really tough to fill the shoes signees. We are trying to get and 11 .2 rebounds as a
Allison Gallimore, a of the seniors that will be some girls that will help us in· sophomore after losing the5·foot-8-inch sophomore guard, leaving.
crease our size inside. We need weight, but it was the Racers'
"We have made some great to add some athletes to the
hit two out of three three-point
near upset of Michigan State in
goals. Murray State had 40 re- improvements over the year. great shooters that we already the 1990 NCAA Tournament!
bounds with Fondeolyn Garner. Next year'.s team will be very have on the team. I'm looking when he scored 37 points that
a 5-foot-11-inch senior forward, experienced. I like to say that at recruits from Western Ken· gave him national exposure. ..,
pulling down 12 of those. Julie they've been OVC tested," tucky, lllinois and Tennessee,"
His junior season be raised1
Pinson, n 5·foot-8·incb senior Breazeale said. "Lady Racer she said.
his scoring average to 20.2·
guard, had three of the Racers' pride is very strong, and the
points and trailed only Sha-.
girls for next year should be
"The crowd support really im· quille O'Neil in rebounding'•
11 assists.
Garner led the team in scor- able to carry on the tradition · proved toward the end, and with a 14.2 average. This year
ing with 19 points. Jennifer that we've started here. we'd like to thank everyone he leads the nation in.:
Parker was a close second with Coaching them through next who came out to watch our t·ebounding.
~
games. We only hope that the
13 points. Melissa Shelton, season should be easy for me.
He could become only the se"Recruiting has been very support for next season will cond player to win three OVC
Rechellc Cadwell and
Gallimore chipped in six apiece. good for us so far. I'm very continue," she said.
Most Valuable Player awards
this year and is MSU's career
leader in rebounding.
Popeye is a special kind of
player, not because of his babyhook, turnaround-jumpshot or
Kilgore Junior College out of career records for three-point for a major retail outlet. In the his uncanny knack of grabbing
Texas, said she came to Murray goals made with 84, three-point future she wants to open her everything that comes off the
because it was a Division I goals attempted with 277 and own shop.
.
glass. He is special because
school that wa::.n't too big.
239 assists, single-season
"The highlight of my career after scoring 21 points and
"It was a good college that records for assists with 142 in here was the game against grabbing 17 rebounds like he
had status. I felt that I could 1991-92 and 76 steals in Eastern Kentucky this year. did against Austin Peay. he
help turn the system around," 1991-92, and single-game We were playing there, and it will wade through the wave of
Gamer said.
record in assists with 13. She was the best first half I think children who descend from the
Garner was a member of the leads the OVC in assists I've ever had," Waldon said.
stands with pen, notebook and
1990-1991 National Junior Col· averaging 5.5 a game.
Waldon holds the Lady Racer program and sign every one of
lege Championship team.
"I came to Munay because it career record for blocked shots them then make it to the inter·
''1 enjoyed playing for this was not a real big school. My with 70. She tied the Lady
view room to talk to every
team and coach Breazeale. If big highlight playing here was Racer record for most games reporter and of course the radio
the team next yeru· keeps work- when we made it to the Na· played in one season with 32 in crew every so often.
ing then their hard work will tional Invitational Tournament 1988-89. She also made the
Fans at Murray love Popeye,
pay off. The polls will definitely in Texas my freshman year. We freshman All-OVC team in
and fans of other schools
have more respect for us next . all want to win this game 1989.
around the OVC have a unique
Saturday against Austin Peay
"I chose Murray because it
place in their heart for Popeye.
year." Garner said.
Nobody gets booed like he does.
because it's a chance for all of was close to home. I've enjoyed
,Julie Pinson, a mathematics us to just have some fun. We playing . for coach Breazeale.
There will be more great
major from Kansas City, Mo., want to win it and win it big,'' She's been a good friend as well
players, somebody else will
plnns on becoming a student Pinson said.
play center next year, and his
as a coach."
teacher next fall and then
Angie Waldon, the third
The Lady Racers final game
records will probably fall somehopes to attend graduate school senior, is a fashion merchandis· of the season is against Austin
day, but Popeye will be the
in May.
ing major from Jackson, Tenn . . Peay at home on Saturday at
standard by which all future
Racers will be judged.
Pinson holds the Lady Racer She plans on becoming a buyer 5:15p.m.

Team beats predictions, fii1ishes fifth in OVC
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

The Lady Racers' season is
truly over. The Racers finished
fifth in the Ohio Valley Con·
ference, which was better than
the preseason polls predicted.
The only game left for the
Racers is against the Austin
Peay Lady Governors
Saturday.
"We've had the best. practice
this week than we've had all
season, ·• said Lady Racer head
coach Kelly Breazeale.
"The pressure is now off, so
we're enjoying ow·selves. We

are going into this game to ~n
for three reasons. We want to
win it for pride's sake. to send
our seniors off with a win nnd to
get the spark going for next
year, •· she said.
The Lady Racers are coming
off a 80-75 loss to Southeast
Missouri State Saturday night.
"We did not respond to what
SEMO was throwing at us.
They were a very sharp, balanced team, and our inexpet·icnce
really showed through. Our
girls just didn't recognize the
magnitude of that game. w(~
were in a must-win situation,
and we just didn't play to win,"

Lady Racers say goodbye to senior
~

I

I

tually get a job counseling
abused
children.
Reporter
"The
highlight
for me playing
As the Murray State Lady
Racerr.' c;eason comes to an end, here at Murray came last
we will say goodbye to three season after the Christmas
break. We had just come back
very special ladies.
Fondeolyn Garner, Julie Pin· from Florida and we were final·
son and Angie Waldon will all ly playing as a team. I finally
felt like I was a part of the
be graduating in May.
system," Garner said.
" We will be losing three very
Garner, who also led the team
valuable players. They've been .
with 41 steals, averaged 12.2
a real credit to this program,
points a game. She tied for
and it's going to be tough to
second-best single-game re·
find recruits who will take their bounding total in Lady Racer
places next year," said Lady history with 23. She tied for the
Racer head coach Kelly third-best rebounding game in
Breazeale.
NCAA Division I during the
Fondeolyn Garner, a 1991-92 season with 23. She
sociology major from Louisiana, was top 20 in NCAA Division I
said she plans on going home rebounding. She leads the Ohio
and possibly getting a job in Valley Conference in reboun.social work. Garner, who lead ding, and she had the fourth the Racer team this year in re· best total rebounds in a season
bounding, averaging 10.9 re· in Lady Racer history with 284.
bounds a game, hopes to evenGarner, who came from
By HEATHER CROZE

~ Tb:::::.::.T

Racer of the Week
With a record-setting performance
against Southeast Missouri this past
week, Popeye Jones was named Racer
of the Week
Jones became the school's all-time
rebound leader when he pulled down
his 1,293 rebound in the Racers' 80-75
defeat Feb: 22. He had 19 rebounds in
the game.
The previous record was held by
Dick Cunningham who played during
the 1965·68 seasons.
Jones is currently leading the nation
in rebounding, averaging 14.4 per
game.

t~am

Every Division 1 men's basketball team in
the commonwealth has played the University of
Kentucky in the past two years with one exception ... Murray State. The Racers were scheduled to play the 'Cats this season, but the only
date the two schools could agree upon was
already scheduled for an OVC conference game.
Until the universities can work out there sched·
uling differences, Racer fans will have to wait
and dream of what might have been.

Story on Page 13
Popeye Jones

members

Spiking with a smile

Career-high set

The coed volleyball tournament that
four out of five dentists surveyed recommend is coming to Murray State.
The Certsffrident Spikefest '92 will
be held March 19. The fou r-on-four
competition requires two men and two
women per team.
The winner of the tournament will
advance to one of eig ht regio nal championships. The organizers have no plans
for a national championship to "keep
the tournament within the fun spirit of
intramural competition. •
For more information, contact Jeff
Porter at 762·6791.

Freshman Rechelle Cadwell scored
a career-high 14 points in the Lady
Racers' home game against Tennes·
see Tech Feb. 17. The 5-foot-10-inch
guard led the team in scoring that night,
hitting five of seven s hots from the field.
Cadwell, an undecla red majo r from
Benton, was a first-te a m all-state selection last season. S he was a lso named
Jackson Purchase region player of the
year and pla yed in the Kentucky-Indiana all-star series as a senior. Last
season she averaged 22.7 points a nd
6.3 rebounds per game.
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Murray State·misses out on UK encounter
By TONY KENDALL
f!eporter

- Easte rn Kentucky did it,
Morehead did it, as did Western
Kentucky and Louisville. But
the Murray State Racers did
not do it this season. If they
had, to some fans it would have
been one of th e biggest
moments in Racer basketball
,b.istory.
The Racers did win a fifth
consecutive Ohio Valley Conference regular season title, but
the other state Division I
schools played the University of
Kentucky Wildcats.
This season was the first time
in many years Kentucky had
consented to play the other
state scli"ools other than
Louisville during the regular
season.
From the time of Adolph
Rupp to Joe Hall, it very rarely
happened. Western Kentucky
defeated them in the 1971
NCAA tournament. That win
was taken away because
Western used an ineligible
player. In the 1983 NCAA tour·
nament Louisville beat Kentucky 80-68 in overtime. Only
then did the ice begin to thaw.
After that game and a few
threats from legislators in the
House and Senate, Kentucky
began a series with Louisville,
but not with the other state
schools.

The climate began to warm
up when C.M . Newton became
UK's athletic director and Rick
Pitino became coach.
''When C.M.(Newton) and
Rick (Pitino) got here, we all
made an· effort to try and play
all the state schools, and we are
committed to doing that," said
Larry Ivy, assistant athletic
director.
Saying you will play someone
and doing it can _get complicated, which is what occur·
red in the Racers' case, said
Mike Strickland, MSU athletic
director.
"We were contacted by UK
this summer and offered the
chance to play them, but it was
during the time that coach
Newton had left and coach
Edgar had not been hired yet,
so we told them that we would
get back with them when we
hired a coach. When coach
Edgar arrived I informed him
that they were interested in
playing us, and we tried to find
a common date to schedule a
game," Strickland said.
That turned out to be a problem. The only date UK and
MSU could play was a schedul·
ed conference game. The Racers
had already rescheduled one
conference game, the Middle
Tennessee game.
"Conference games are
assigned a specific date, and

they have to played by that
date, and we had no choice.
Changing conference games
can be risky. Take for instance
the Middle game. We played
them in December and won. It
gave us an early lead in the conference, and put them and
everyone behind us. If we had
lost that game it could have af.
fected our entire season,"
Strickland said.
.
The two other Kentucky
members of the Ohio Valley
Conference had it easier.
"We had always wanted to
play Kentucky, and three years
ago, we approached them. C.M.
Newton and coach Pitino were
very accommodating and had
no problem with playing us.
The attitude in Lexington is
totally diffetent now than it
was a few years ago," said Carl
Parks, sports information direc·
tor at Eastern Kentucky.
When Adolph Rupp was forging Kentucky into the national
power that it was, he did not
want to draw attention to the
schools in the state. The best
way to do that was to never
play them, especially if they
were capable of beating UK,
which may have happened if
they had played some of
Western Kentucky's teams or
Louisville.
"We are committed to playing
aU the Division I schools in the

state every year when possible.
We tried to schedule a game
with Murray but couldn't find a
suitable date. In the future we
would like to have a tourna·
TEAMS
ment format where three in·
state come to Rupp and play,"
said Larry Ivy, assistant
Eastern Kentucky
athletic director at Kentucky.
University of Kentucky
For Murray, Eastern and
Morehead playing Kentucky
has many benefits: money,
Morehead State
publicity and statewide ex·
posure. Three out of four
University of Kentucky
basketball fans in the state are
Kentucky fans.
"When we played Ke ntucky
we probably got more publicity Western Kentucky
for that game than others we
Universit of Kentucky
played this season. We have
played them the last two years.
Our players and fans love it.
When Pitino became coach, we money to those ever-shrinking
called C.M. Newton and it was athletic budgets. Morehead and
no problem getting a game with Eastern received $20,000 each
them," said Steve Hamilton, for their game against
sports information director at Kentucky.
Morehead.
When Eastern, Morehead and
Playing UK can also help
Western
played Kentucky they
when it comes time to recruit
were
able
to negotiate those
in-state prospects.
figures.
They
did not share in
''If a kid knows that he is gogate
receipts
or
concessions.
ing to have a chance to play
against that kind of competi·
"Twenty thousand dollars is a
tion it could sway him nice payday, but there are bet·
somewhat on his decision in ter ones out there," Strickland
where to go," Eastern coach said. "When coach Edgar arriv·
Mike Pollio said.
ed, he had some schools that he
Not only does it help gain at- want.ed to play like Arkansas,
tention for the schools, it adds Missouri and Texas. We were

And the ••cats•• Go Wild!! - SCORE

55
85
84
101

83
93
Graphic by BRYAN T. ADAMS

able to schedule Missouri and
Texas. We got $25,000 from ·
each of those schools. And you •
have to consider that. We want
and would love to play UK, but
it has to be to our advantage
financially and conference
wise," Strickland said.
When Murray plays Kentucky, the Racers hope to
negotiate a few things, like •
more tickets for our fans. The
other two OVC schools were .
allotted 50 tickets each for their
games. Morehead got a break
because of Christmas vacation •
and was able to get some of the
student tickets.

Throwers shoot for respect Athletic department provides
in OVC track .and field meet training facilities for students
By TERRY HAREWOOD
Reporter

When the Ohio Valley Con·ference gets underway at Mur~ freesboro, Tenn., today the
"Murray State University
throwers will be out to prove a
~in~o: Jt,n

1

Greg t, D'e --aves, Nelso'tl
Williamson, Brian Church,
Danielle Leonard, Charissa
Daniels and Wendy Atkinson
will bid for the top positions in
the shot put to earn some
respect for the much neglected
field events. ·
In terms of quantity they only
represent a small fraction of the
team, but regardless the sixsome said they hope to lift the
Racers to another OVC indoor
championship title.
Deaves, a sophomore
undeclared major from
Crestwood, said be is excited
about competing in the two-day
meet.
, ''I feel pretty good going into
conference this year. I think my
thl·owing is coming around," he
said. "1 should be throwing

' very well and hopefully go in
there and win."
Deaves, who recorded a per·
sonal best of 47 ~ inches at
Southern lllinois Univer.s ity a
few weeks ago, said he hopes to
throw about 50 feet.
"We do a lot of power lifting
three days a week. I believe
that the throwers will con·
tribute their part at conference,
and with our runners we should
come out on top at conference,''
Deaves said.
Williamson, a sophomore preveterinary major from Mount
Vernon, Til., also said he is confident the throwers will do well.
"1 think that the throwers
can take the first three places,
and if we can do that we can
contribute a lot of points to the
team," he said.
But Williamson said, "You
watch TV and you always see
more of the track events. They
usually skip over the throws.
Nobody cares much about the
throws.
"But we plan on showing the
people that the throwers can
pull equally as much weight ns

the other members on the
team," Williamson said.

By RAE ANNE KLOSS
Reporter

However. the women are not
to be out done. Daniels.
Leonard and Atkinson said
they also hope to have an im·
pact on the Racers placing at
conference.
"1 feel great," said Daniels, a
junior advertising major from
Paducah . " I know that the
throwers have a really good
chance of placing well this
weekend."
Daniels said she is training
harder than ever and also in·
tends to change the opinion of
many people about field events.
Leonard, a freshman elementary education major from
Owensboro, said she will put
aside her knee injury and take
a shot at one of the top three
position!'!.
"I feel a little intimidated
because I'm a fteshman and
because of my knee injury. But
I've been training hard, and I
hope to pick up a good few
points," she said.

For those whose New
Year's resolution was to get
in shape this spring, athletic
equipment is available on
the Murray State University
campus.
''The athletic department
has opened up its facilities to
students," said Paul
Newman, assistant trainer
in the athletic department.
However, because of
liability, recreational
athletes and students, faculty and staff involved in in·
tramural sports are to use
the two equipment rooms in
the Carr Health" Building.
The two equipment rooms in
Stewart Stadium are
designated for the intercollegiate athletes.
Newman said there is
limited supervision in the
Stewart Stadium equipment
rooms for recreational
athletes. Those who want to
use these rooms must take a
class.

"Classes are offered on
weight training through the
physical education department," Newman said .
"Through these classes,
students can utilize the
Stewart Stadium weight
rooms because they are
monitored by P.E. teachers."
P lans for the Special
Events Center will allow
more space for recreational
athletes, Newman said.
"The new center will open
up new space," Newman
said. "It will free up space in
the Carr Health Building
and should provide more
free space for recreational
athletes."
"The Special Events
Center will push the intercollegiate athletes out of the
Carr Health Building
almost 100 percent," said
Chad Stewart, chairman of
the health, physical educa·
tion and recreation
department.
For now, the facilities in
the Carr Health Building

are open to all students,
faculty and staff. Racer iden·
tification cards must be
presented after 3 p.m. during the week and all day
Saturday and Sunday.
"Our first pdority is to
provide service to Mu{l'ay
State students," Stewart
said. "However, we are a
community center to an
extent.''
Facilities in the Carr
Health Building include:
• racquetball courts,
• handball cowts,
• weight rooms (which include exercise bicycles, a
nordictract and free
weights),
• a swimming pool,
• a gymnastic's room,
• basketball courts,
• volleyball equipment,
• badmitten equipment.
The Carr Health Building
is open Monday through Friday , 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.: Satur·
day, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m .; and
Sunday, 12:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m.
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Yllplia Sigma .9L{plia
"HEAR YE, HEAR YE!"
Teacher Career Day

proutf[y presents
tlieir new{y efected officers
PrMident
V~e&-Pre&ident

Secretary

Wednesday
March IS
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Curris Center
Ballroom

Excellent Placement
Opportunities!
Sponsored by. Placement Service
762--373:5 or 762-3801

Treuurer
AaU.tant T.reuurer
Chaplin
Membenbip

Aaiatant Membenhip
Ruab

AssU.tant Rush
Standard&
Editor
Parliamentarian
Scholanhip

Correeponclini Secretary
Philanthropic
Aaalstant Philantbropie
Social
Assistant Social
Money·Maki:nJ
.Assistant Money·Makinl
8peclal Ewnt.
Assistant Special Event.
Panhellenic VotinJ
Panhellenic Non-Voti.nc
Activitiee Chair

BouaiDt M.anqer
Intramurals
Soucleader
Picture Chairman

Julie Coleman
Heather Oldham
Kelly Bricp
Heather Stahl
Michelle Prowell
Natalie Johnson
Sandy Hoke
l.pD Courtney
Tiffany Nunn
Amy Murphy
Stephanie Mullican
Cbriaty Eickhoff
Amy Ramaae
Karen Planey
Deanna Woods
St$cey Corder
Tracy Childers
Heidi He iss
ErinLowezy
KaraBeth Boyer
Amanda Cooper
Stacy Bell
Melissa Ball
Kim Dunlap
Jennifer McConnell
Julie Abernathy
Jami lvey
Laurie Austin
Tina Marie Maderos
Aahley Oliver
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College teams shoot it out
at weekend championship
the rifle championship. The
last time was in 1989.
The tournament will consist
of individual and team
competition.
uwe'll have individual competition on Friday, and Saturday will be team competition," said Green, who coached the team to two of their
four NCAA ·championship
wins.
MSU's rifle team has
qualified for past national
championships every year the
competition has been offered.
Teams that will participate
in both smallbore and air rifle
competitions are Murray
State, Virginia University,
University of AlaskaFairbanks, the U.S. Naval
Academy and Xavier U niversity of Ohio.

By ROBIN CARTER
Reporter

Imagine flring a .22-caliber
smallbore rifle 120 shots from
three different positions and
40 shots from an air rifle in a
standing postition in a competitive match that could last
up to six hours.
Sound tiring?
That's what Murray State's
rifle team does at every competition, including the NCAA
Rifle Championship, which
will be hosted this year by
MSU March 5-7.
Rifle coach Elvis Green said
preparations for the championship began in November.
"It takes a lot of coordination with other universities,"
Green said.
Green said this is the third
time Murray State has hosted

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

; Lance Goldhahn, a junior electrical engineering technology major from Ft . Benton, Mont.,
takes aim as the Racer rifle team shoots for the top of the NCAAs.

Tennessee Tech, Ohio State ·
and the U .S . Military '
Academy will compete in
smallbore rifle competition
only.
The U.S. Air Force
Academy, University of
Texas-El Paso and King's College of Pennsylvania will only
participate in air rifle.
"Only five teams are in the
running for the natinal championship," said Tim Tucker,
assistant sports director.
Tucker said that to have a
legitimate chance of aquiring
the points needed to win the
championship, a team must
compete in both air rifle and
smallbore competition.
"Murray State is
guaranteed to continue our
string of fmishing in the top
flve since 1980," said Tucker.

r
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BubbJe gum cards sweep country, inspire collecting craze
By DAVID A. BURNETT
Reporter

'

One day about six years ago,
a woman pushed a wheelbarrow loaded with five large black
plastic garbage bags out to a
burn barrel and set them on
fire.
No, they were not body parts;
this woman was not a serial
killer. The garbage bags con~ained baseball trading cards.
and to Craig L. Warren, a
.sophomore education major
from Benton, it would have pro·
bably hurt less if they had been
his arms or legs.

The woman was Wauen's
grandmother. Not knowing the
cards were worth anything, she
tired of them being i ri her way,
so she took them out and burned them.
"I'm just trying to start
over," Warren said. Six years
later his collection numbers
about 20,000, not counting
ashes.
Warren is just one of a grow·
ing number caught up in the
sports card collecting craze. He
said be would like to open his
own shop someday.
He recently obtained a Kirby •

Puckett card worth about $125.
The card is ?3793 out of 10,000.
He said he spends about $80 to
a $100 per month on cards.
Bobby McDowell, manager of
the University Bookstore and a
collector himself, said after
numerous requests the
bookstore started stocking
sports cards.
"Reaction has been very
good," he said.
Sales average between 200
and 400 packages per month at
the University Bookstore, with
prices ranging from 59 cents to
$2.29 per package.

tions are held all over the country attracting people from
every walk of life.
Recently a group of fourth
and fifth graders visited the
campus. Before they left,
McDowell said, most of the boys
bought three or four packages
each.
Jack L. Vaughn, McDowell's
assistant manager, has a collection of cards from the early
1960's that belonged to his
wife's father . Even Bill
Rayburn, assistant athletic
director, has a collection,
McDowell said.

Many students come in and
buy whole boxes, he said. Most
customers buy the cards that
correspond with the sport that
is in season.
Nolan Ryan's cards are probably the most popular baseball
cards right now, be said.
Chances are Ryan will be retiring soon, and there are reports
he is considering going into
politics. Something like that
will make a card more valuable
to collectors, McDowell said.
This hobby seems to pass
beyond age and cultural boun·
daries. Trading card conven-

During the previous three or
four years companies have
flooded the market with cards,
McDowell said, but this year
they have cut back. This makes
the the rare ones more valuable 1
if you do find one. he said.
~
Publications are available
that are devoted to card collectors. One of the more popular_:
ones is Beckett, a monthly
magazine specializing in
baseball cards. The magazinegives current values of cards
dating from 1948 to the present
and features articles on rookie •
cards.
~
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Greg Jones-Mickey and I hope
that you have asuperblrthday.
Wecan'twalt toseeyou...only
Qne more weeki Love Apr11

Men's and Women's track: you
don't have to rub our feet for
luck because you have the
TALENT to wfn OVC. Run
Run Runl Shelby and Casey

The News hOpes for a speedy
recovery to DaVId Jones . Our
prayers are with you.

Love chUnks run hard at the
OVC's love, seetleple.•

The Brothers of Sigma PI want
to thank the LOVELY LADIES
of AJpha Gamma Deltafor such
d fantastic time at our mxer1
You are defiRtely RED HOTII

Heather, Good luck at the
OVC'a Love, Tim
To the Brothers of KA The
mixer was great thanks so
riu:hl LovetheSistersofAJpha
$1gma Alpha.

The Brothers of Kappa AJpha
t.l'laM the Sisters of AJpha
Sigma Alpha for an awesome

mxer.

I Love You JK 75s Forever,

Tammy
Good luck at OVC JK Don't
think lust run I Love, Tammy

HELP WANTED

Good Luck to Racer Track,

MENT·llshel1es. Eam$5,000+1

The Racln' Racers are Down
Wit OVCI Good luck my Mel·
ody,LoveSean
Good luck RacerTrackl Win
theOVC's

Go Lady RacerTrackl Win the
OVC's Shane

Good Luck Racer Track Good
Luck Racer Track Good Luck
Racer Track
Good Luck Kendra at the
OVC'sl You can do ltl Shane

::;:t

For saJe Persian Cat. Grey
with Copper Eyes Registered
Only S months Old $150
Includes Pet Taxi and Utter'
Box Call762-&461.

MISC.

1991 u.s. Olympic card Sets, F'"EacortServlces. Anytime
1
1991 NBA Hoopa I and II com- eM the Day or Night. Call Public
mon cards, and 1991 NFL and Safety 762-2222.
NHL Pro Set Plallnum commoncan:ts. Call3840forpr1oes.

NEED MONEY- I know the 5
aecrets that can make you a
mlllonalre. Send a SASE and
$2 to MR, 6004 Hester Hall

month. Free transportallonl
Room & Boardl Over 8.000
openings. No expel'lence nee·
essary. Male or Female. For
employment program call Student Employment Services at
1·206·545-4155 ext. 364.

Summer ErJllloyment Opportunities Cherokee Ridge Glr1
Scout Camp,Missourl. Call
Denise Stewart At 314--334n41 .

United Alrtlnaa Ticket to·
Washington National from 8914.
Nashville with a stopover In
ChlcagoiO'Hare for March 7,•
•"•RICHARD"***
1992. $150 or best offer. For
more Information call 762· MEET ME AT ST. LEO'S
NEXT SPRING. r uBE
4104.

Part-timesenlorrurslng s1uderC
needed for physicians office.
Call759-4421 and leave message or send resume to Rt. 3
Box 13K Murray, K'f 42071.

TheMurray State News

Advertise In the Murray
State News Classlfted
section. SIDp by Wilson
room 111 tor mort Info.

RATES

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Frtday 2 p.m.
Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30-10:15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and

SPRING BREAK DAYTONA
BEACH FLORIDA 6 DAYS
ONLY$69.00CAU. 1-8()(').3.4.4-

I

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LOVE,

SHERRY

INDEX
PERSOtW.S

~TES

With MSU ID: 10¢ per word
Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WIU. BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be maiJed aJong wtth payment to:

IIUS..ES8

Drap.-

SEIMCES
FOR RENT
FORSN..E
HELP WANTED

Class lfieds Department,
The Mu"ay State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

ar wu.on

l08T & FOUNO

RIDES
MISC..

Boca W. .

BalL

NOTICE
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BACON
CHEESEBURGER

next to Taco John is

Featuring
Clt icago-st yle ltot dogs (Vi~nna)
Ita lian .beef and sausage
Gyro
$2.95
Chili dog
$1.35
Chicago hotdog w/fries_$1.55
French fries (cut fresh)__$ .99
Hours
to a.m. · 9 p.m. Monday· Thursday

DON'T FORGET TO COMPLETE YOUR SET OF NBA HOOPS CARDS!

10 a.m. • 10 p.m. Friday - Saturday
Closed Sunday

We '])_efiver!
11 a.m.- 1 p.m. I 5 p.m. - 9 p.m. ($5 mrrumum on deliveries)

Congratulations to the 1992 .-,
OVCchamplona Murray State I
Racers... Ave years In a row, •
now let's go to the NCAA's I ~

Por a limited time, 7U11 am place a 10 word
eJ•Mifted ln the ,....,... ..tiaa fbr OD1T $1.

THE ONE DOWN FRONT IN

y

Italian beef
$2.50
Italian meatball
$2.50
Italian sausag
$2.15
Combo beef & sausage_$3.15
Polish sausage w /fries_ $1.95
Mexican bean roll
$2.95

GoOd Luck 110 the Men's and
Women's track teams from
the staff at The Munay Stale
NewsI Win the OVC tltlel

Foron)y$1.

WHilEIll

Over Twenty Word•

LIL' CHICAGO

I

MISC.

Send a stressed frien~..d....Atcow.:
a tension-breaking
message in tbe
classified&

NOTICE

Without MSU ID: ~ per word

NOW OPEN

..

MISC.

BUSINESS
SERVICES

Chocolallt Labrador Retriever
~ AKC,excellentbloodRnea, Ike: Bear of Ot'ummond's Game Pree&Ne, Bat·
lard Co., family rafsed. Malee
$250, FemaiM$200 cal (502)
753-9382 aftef 5 p.m.

wtth MSU ID: 15e per word

holidays.

I

6461 l.Nve a message.

ALASKASUMMER EMPLOY·

'

FOR SALE

For Sale Queen size waterbeckoinfon.r and sheets.
Only $150 oBo. can 762-

DearTr1pod, Justwanted to say
hello from the wacky assistants.

Track and field be strong be
focused beat middle win
OVC Just Do Ill
Lady Racer Track and Coach
Narewsld Go Hard Of' Go
Hornet Win OVC 1992

FOR SALE

1

•!

McDonald'S
759-1551

•

L

LIMITED TIME
OFFER
MAYFIELD, MURRAY,
PRINCETON & PADUCAH

,
•
I
I

~
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SCOREBOARD
Rebounds • Murray State 40 (Gamer
12); Southeast Missouri 52 (Rogllatd
11 ).
Assists • MLmlY State 11 (Pinson 3) ;
Southeast Mlsscui 17 (Muskgrow 5).
Fouled out - Murray State ( Mebsa
Shelton).
Total Fouls • Murray State 18,
Southeast Mlssourf 14.

POLE VAULT
Dave Volz
Dan Barton
Sclotl Shaffer
Jeff Hartwig
Lane l..otY

18-8112
18-1
18·1
18·1
18-1
4x400 METER RELAY
Murray St•te
3 : 14.32

1st
2nd
4th
5th
1st

Women's Results

TRACK

4x200 METER RELAY
Southern lllnois
1:43.n
Austin Peay
1:48.56
1:49.01
Eaatem Rllnols

RBsulta of the South8m Ill/nola
University T. A C. Indoor Chatrplonshlp
MHt htJid at SIU-C'a Student Recreallon
Center, CB!bondtJM, IN., Saturday, Feb.

22.

Men's Results
35-LB. WEIGHTTHROW
Btent Gnlham

48-1 112
43-0
42-9 112
42-3
38·2 112

Scott Foss
Jim Pittinger
Jeff Doyle
Dave Carpentllr

1at
2nd
~

4th
5Ch

SHOT PUT
David Rodey
Brian Church
Jeff Pitts
RomanOben
Greg Deavee
LONG JUMP
Adrlen Scott
Ronsmth

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM
~

LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON

Racers vs. Austin P8ay In Racer Arena,
F8b. 24.

(Men)
Murray State

~

AU.

11·3

(14 · 1 2 )

M id. Tennessee
East. Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
M orehead State
S. E. Missouri
Tennessee State

9-5
8-5
7-6
6-7

(15·9)
(16-13)
(12-14)
{11·15)
(13-14)
(1 1-1 6)

(Women}
:Tennessee T ech
M id. Tennessee
~ast. Kentucky
$.E. Missouri

Murray State

6·8
5·9
2·1 1

(4-22)

,..
I

•

.

: Adams 4-5, 1-4, 9; Allen 3-13,2-3, 8 ;
eannon 5-10, 0·1, 10; Evans 2·5, 0-0,
4; Gumm 2-1 0, 2·2, 7; Gray 0-0. 0.0, O;
Jones 8-18, 12·14, 28; Slvins 2-3, 34,
7; Wilson 1·1, 0·0, 2. Totals 27-65
(.41 0), 20-28 (.71 0), 75.

Southeast Missouri
: Barnes 6-14, 0-0, 13; Wofford 2-3, 1·2,
5; Beason 7· 16, 4·8, 18; Freshwater 0-0,
~-4, 3; Lake 4·10, 5·6, 14; Shelton 4-8,
3-5, 11 ; Gunns 0·2, 0·0, 0; Oerl<s 1· 1, 0·
0, 2; Rolling 3-6, 0.0, 7; Gaines 0.0, 0-0,
t ; Samuels 3-7, 1·2, 7.Totals 30-67
~450), 17-27 (.630). 80.

~alttlme • Murray State 32, Southeast
~lssoi.lfl37.

J'hree point goals • Murray State 1·
13 (.078) (Gumm 1-5); Southeast
Missouri 3-9 (.333) (Sames 1·2, Lake 13,' Rolting 1-"1).
Rebounds· Murray State 41 (Jones
19); Southeast Missouri 23 (Wofford 9).
Assists- Murray State 14 (Cannon 7);
Southeast Missouri 15 (Wofford 4).
F.ouled out- Murray State (Allen,
evans).
Total fouls · Murray State 22;
SOutheast Missouri 23.

~

4th
5tH

6.33
6.40
6.42

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
1st
2nd

Austin Peay

llmo.nets

2nd

Glen Wolcott
Steve Wolcott

Franklin 4-11, 5·8, 14; Herman 5-11 ,
3·3, 15; Bell 0· 1, 1-2, 1; McCormick 1-6,
2·4, 4; Murphy 1·9, 0·0, 0; Dupree 7-11,
4·5, 18; Helen 0·1, 0 -2, 0; Yudt 9·15, 11, 21. Totals 27·65 (.415), 16-25 (.640),
75.

~

: 51.30

3rd
4th
5th

1:20.44

1st

600 METER RUN
caMnDavls

EMa Forde
TonySol.-

Darryl F1'"811a
Donnie Phllflp6
Stevon Roberta
Cart Dillard
Jackson Shedrtok
Lyndon Hepburn
l!uatece kladore

=~A~

Assists - Murray State 29 (ClWlon 7);
Austin Peay 17 (Frankln 6).
Fouled out • Murray State (Adams,
Sivllls).
Total Fouls - Murray State 25, Austin
Peay 14.

Chris Belkofer
Kevin Capp
Joel Gruver
Chris Volanaky
3000 METER A~
MlcheaiHI~

Jim Estes
Chris Barrlgar

Marc "T1f1i)ama I

lADY RACERS

~

1st
2nd
3rd

1:53.57
1:55.04

4th

1:55.87
1:57.48

5lh

8th
9th

1 :57.70
2:34..56
2:34.59
2:37.83
2:44.78
3:40.78

1st
2nd
~

4th
5lh

8:37.9
8:38.1

1st

1 : 48.5

3rd
4th
5th
7th

Guion Gee
J.K. Leaeure

8:05.3

2nd

13:03.24
15:21.75
17.:15.0

David Hutton
T.J. Uddell
Nk:kHuaon
.Am Cole
19:21.93
65 METER HURDLES
Murray State
EdWIIams
7.38
Barfield 0-0, 0.0, 0; Cadwell1-6, 44, 6;
VIrgil Lucas
7.85
Gallimore 2-4, 0-0, 6; Gamer 8-10, 3-4,
Mickle Skaggs
7 .88
19; Mote 0·2, 0-0, 0; Parker 6·14, 1-2,
D.P. Rajahanea
7.99
13; Pinson 2-13, 0-0, 4; Mechelle
Keith Meyera
8.66
Shehon 1-2, 1-2, 3; Melissa Shelton 2·
5000 METER A~
11 , 1·2, 6; Snell1 ·3, 1-2, 3. Totals 23-65
Mike Cotton
15:22.05
(.354), 11-16 (.688), 60.
W'*f Gf89ory
15:45.92
Southeast Missouri
Hugh Wooden
15:58.94
Aogliard 6-1 4, 0.0, 12; Meier 6-12, 1-1,
Soott Rassbach
16:21.38
13; Morris 5·8, 5·8, 15; Musl<grow 3·12,
Rlc:hatd \Nilson
16:29.82
3 -4, 9; Harris 5·1 1, 0-1, 10; Westman 3·
MILE RUN
7, 0·0, 6; Granderson 2·3, 3·4, 7; Flle 0Pete Palurrbo
4:17.95
4, 2-2. 2; Holland 0-2, 0.0, 0; Lewi(s 1-7)1,
Robert Undsey
4:18.86
4 : 24.14
2-2, 4;.Totals 31 -74 (.444),16-22 .72 • • Neff Kiernan
78.
Joe D..ttdge
4:24.14
Mlwtt Meyer
4:24.84
John Ackerman
4 :33.3
Halftime - Murray State 33, Southeast
4x800 METER RELAY
Missouri 37.
Murray State
7:53.8
Three-Point goals - Murray State 3·
Southeast Mlasourf
8:08.23
19 (.158) (Gallimore 2-3); Southeast
8:21 .00
Southern IIDnols
Missouri 0.3 (.000) .

Murray St ate
Southeast Missouri

60
78

Wendy Atkinson
Tonya...aa
Denlelle Leonard
Charlaaa Daniela

5000 t.ETER RUN
Brooke Roberta
Cathy Kershaw
Alallnn Wiley

Debbie DaeNar

1st
2nd

3rd
4th
5Ch

TRIPLE JUMP
Naoola Moore

TRIPLE JUMP
N8CIOIIa Moore
Anita Hobbs
Tracy Pierce

T1f'fany Ford

Kathy Taylor
400 METER DASH
Deanna Ollard
Felicia Upton
Michelle Chambliss
CeataKey
ToM8 Bracley
Alicia Glover
Jill Doty

~

4th

5Ch

~

4th
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

13th
22nd

18:38.0
18:38.4
18:43.3
18:07.1
19:14.0

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

5:03.4
5:15.2
5:16.0
5:17.1
5:22.0

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

8. 96

1st
2nd

1:33.3
1:39.2
1:40.9
1 :42 . 4
1:44.1

Rhonda Ward
Shane Winfield
Laaenna Powell
Jennie Homer
Jennifer Kos1elny
HIGH JUMP

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

5Ch

~

4th
5th
1St

2nd
3rd
4th
5th

38-03/4 1st
37-11
2nd
38·11 314 3rd
38-0314 1st
37-11
2nd
36·11 31'. ~
35-11
4th
35-4112 5th
:56.39
:56.59
:57.91
:59.23
:59.26
1 : 00. 3

8th

1:02.3

15th

2:18.31
2:20.19

1tt
2nd

1st
2nd
~

4th
5th

2 : 22. 01 3rd
2:24.29
2:26.22

Annette KJett
Rhonda Brown

Klmbet1y Rlchtnon
Klmber1y Dol..tie
Stephanie Hawkins
1000 METER RUN
Dawn Barefoot
Chris Gabler
Kelly EHiott
MaDalnw~

4th

1at
2nd
~

4th

2nd
3rd

4th
5th

1st
"2nd

•
I

•
li
I;
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Runners ready for OVC
The MSU track team used last Saturday's Southern Illinr>is
T.A.C. Championships to polish their skills in preparat ion
for the Ohio Valley Conference Championship Meet this Friday and Saturday at Middle Tennessee State.
Although no official team score was kept, the Racer men
finished with 43 points, topping host Southern Illinois by
three points to record the most total points. The women's
team tallied 34 points, the second-best total of the . day.
Eleven womens' teams and eleven men's teams competed in
the meet.
MSU took home rust place honors in several events, a fact
that impressed 88Bistant coach Rich Boyle.
''We had several personal bests laet weekend," he said .
Shot Putter Brian Church won his event with a career best
toss of 51 feet four and one-half inches. Also recording personal bests were shot putter Greg Deaves, who fi nished fifth,
and Kendra Hedlund, who won the 3,000 meter run in
10:32.3.
Head coach Stan Narewski feels that MSU's performance
at Carbondale proves the team is ready for the OVC meet.
" If we can just keep everybody healthy this week, hopefully
we will bring both the men's and women's titles home to
Murray State," he said.
The team will open their Outdoor Track season on March
21, hosting the Racer Relays at Stewart Stadium. They hope
to perform as well outside as they have inside. But first
they're hoping things will heat up.
"We're just looking for some good weather to r un in,"
Boyle said.
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Saturday's basketball game against Eastern Illinois
University will include the traditional festivities honoring
this year's seniors.
Team co-captains Scott Adams and Popeye Jones will be
playing their last home game in a Murray State uniform.
Adams, a two-year letterman , transfered from Louisberg
(N.C.) College after his sophomore season. J ones, the school's
all-time rebound leader, is a t hree-year starter and is
favored to win his thir d consecutive OVC P layer of the Year
award.
Seniors from t he women's team include J ulie Pinson, who
holds t he MSU record for field goals made, Angie Waldon,
who is recovering from a broken hand, and Fondeolyn
Garner ,the team's leading rebounder.

1st

'

:j

I

The women's tennis team will begin its season March 5-6
by hosting a quad match on the Bennie Purcell tenn is courts.
Arkansas State University, Western Kentucky University,
and Union University will compete against Murray in the
season opener.
The team returns six seeded players th is year, with senior
Corine Diderik filling the number one position. Although
four of Murray's top six players are sophomores, coach Stacy
Mcintosh does not feel this will hurt the team's performance.
"They all have had at least one year on the team. They
have been to the OVC, so they know exactly what to expect,"
she said.
The toughest opponents MSU will face this year are Middle
Tennessee State University, Austin Peay Univ,e rsity, and
Eastern Kentucky University. Coach Mcintosh still feels
t hat Murray has a good chance to win the conference.
"We are definitely looking to win it (OVC). It's time, and
the team is fired up," she said.

4th

Slh

•

I

Racers say goodbye

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

li

li

Serving women's tennis

1st
2nd
3rd

200 METER DASH
Stephanie Saleem
24.54
Diane Wiliams
24.89
Yolanda Gu1ey
25.00
Angela Crawford
25.18
TONia Bradey
25.20
4X800 METER RELAY
Southern lllnols
9:26.8
LoWville
9:47.08
Austin Peay
9:54.94

1

Slh

5th

3:01.03
3:02.34
3:04.52
3 :05.31
3;06.91

Lady Racer Julie PiD.BOn has been named to the GTE
district four Academic All-America team. Her name will now
be placed on the national ballot for Academic All-America
consideration.
The senior mathematics major from Lee's Summit, Mo.,
has been on the dean's list every semester she has attended
Murray State,
Pinson, a four-year starting guard for the team, averaged
10.8 points per game last season, and holds the MSU record
for goals made and attempted. She was named the Lady
Racers' co-most valuable player last season, shooting 48 percent from the field and averaging five assists per game.

5th

45-5
44-2
43·11112
41·9
41·5112
37-e 112
25-10

7.01
7.13
7.16
7.22

Brains and ballhandling

1st
2nd

800 METER DASH

Stephanie Ecto-

1st
2nd
Srd
4th
5th

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

5Ch
11th
1st
2nd

Kendra Hedlund
Jave Rhudy

L.awle Mlzenef
Karen Gardner

10:32.3
10:34.6
10:35.5
10:37.6
10:37.8

(

I
I
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Amy Beralg
4X400 METER RELAY
Tennessee State
3:48.50
Murrey State
3:53 .98
Southam lllnols
3:59.50
4X400 METER RELAY
Murray State
3 :53.98

1st
2nd

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION

~

• Men 's Basketball. Racers vs . Eastern Illinois at Racer Arena, 7:30,
Saturday, Feb, 29.
• Rodeo. Rodeo team at M ichigan State, F riday through Sunday.
Feb. 28-March 1.
• Indoor Track. MSU in O hio Valley Con ferenoe Championship Meet
at M iddle Tennessee State University, F riday and Saturday Feb.

4th
5th
1st
2nd
3rd
2nd

.
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The numbers behind the action
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LEXINGTON
..

!l(sstaurant

Ope" 7 tfaus a wut
SUtUia!J • 7'rillay 11 a.m. · 9:30 p.m.

•190 REMODELED ROOMS •24 HOUR RESTAURANT
•LOUNGE •MINI-SUITES •CABLE TV
..

SatJu-tfay 4:30p.m. • 9:30p.m.
Luncfuon Specia(
Sunlfau fJJu{ftt
!Monaay - !frUfay
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
11 a.m. · 2 p.m.
$5.75 p{us ~
$3.10p(us ~
Caterina mutinp, fllf.lltlina panil.s anti fHvu(u.tts upem ru{lli.St.
Nso ~u CIUTJ·DUts.

$32 $36
QUEEN ROOM

--

KING or DOUBLE ROOM

1·75/1-64 Exit 113 Lexington, Ky. {606) 299-1202 1·800·333-9843

%

(Based on availability)

\.

Cllil75J-4.f88

. 641 !J{prtli.

"Get Ready For.Spring Break"

~THE EDG~'"'
CASUAL WOMER'S APPAREL

20% OFF WITH MSU I.D

I

l

3000 METER RUN

5th

~

MLERUN
Michelle Bopt
Alysia Dietz
PaltyDowd
Heether Huhn
Rebecca Burnett
55 METER DASH
Heather Samuel
Diane Wiliams
Angela Crawford
Stallo Constantlnou
Yolanda Gurley
600 METER RUN
Stephanie Saleem
Sherlta Dukes
Dellsha Upsc:ot'OO
Melody Helgerson

Tracy Pierce

4th

1:50.27
1:s2.n

8:52.8
8:58.9

RACEWN.J<
Don DeNoon

Lady Racers vs. South9ast Missouri
State In Cape Glrard8au, Mo., on
F9b. 22.

Chartene Cortez

AnltaHobba

800 METER Rl.f'-1

Half time - Murray State 51, Austin
Peay 35.

Rhonda Hall

Ouranla~

2nd
1:21,74
1:28.00

Dan Fulrel

Mo.• Feb. 22.
80

1st
2nd

1st

RIIC8rs vs. Southsast Missouri Stat8 In

Southeast Missouri
Murray State

48-o 1/2
48-4314
47-7
47-3
48-10

1st
2nd

SHOT PUT

Julie Hoover

:50.58
:51 .02
: 51 . 26

Rebou nds - Murray State 54 (Jonea
17); Austin Peay 28 (DYpree 8).

75

1st .
2nd
3rd)
4th

: 50.15

(10·16)
(8-1 8)

Murray State

7-1
6· 10
8·10
8·10

Kenton Rolle

L

~ Girard9au,

23.()

4th
5Ul

4th
5th
6th

(1 6-11)
{11 · 15)

BASKETBALL

~3

22.40
23.17
23.22
23.34
23.38

7-7
5-8
5-9

I

23-3112

1at
2nd
3rd

Lagrant Suggs
James Soott
I
Arthur Woods
Glen Wolcott
Steve Wolcott
400 METER DASH
Fred Sowerby

Three-point goals - Murray StateS·
14 (.357) (Allen 3·7); Austin Peay 5-15
(.333) (Yudt 2-2, Herman 2-4).

{4-21)

23·6 1/4

23--6

Adams 3--4, 34, 9; Allen 4-11 , 2·2, 13;
Cannon 10-15, 1-1, 23; Evans 4-8, 0-2,
8; Gray 1·3, 0-0, 2; Gumm 4-8, 1-1, 9;
Hunt 1--4, o-1, 2; Jones 9-15, 3-4, 21 ;
Slvllls 7-10, 0.0, 14; Walden 0-1, ().(), 0;
Wilson 2-3, 0.0, 4. Totals 45-82 (.549),
10·15(.667). 105.

&

Morehead State
ennessee State 4-9
Austin Peay
1-12

;r

Murray State

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

18:20.2
18:31.7
19:40.4
Vl<lky Pour
20:38.1
Connie Uddel
21 :15.4
55 METER HURDLES
Kalhleen Raske
7.98
8ed<y Coyne
8.31
Marsha Parbr
8.53
LaTonya Morrison
8.57
Alicia Glover
8 .57
LONG JUMP
Fella Howard
18-9112
Naoola Moore
18-81/4
Heather Samuel
18·5
Sabtah M.vin
17-10 1/4
T1f'fany Ford
17-9112
Molle $abo

Debbie Kuslk

6.46
ArthwWoods
6.48
200 METER DASH
Oelon lrby
21 .87

105
75

~
12·1
10-4
10-4

(18-7)
(19-8)
(18-8)

48-11
41-11

HIGH JUMP
Damn Plab
Cameron Wright
David St. John
OanBnuee
TRIPLE JUMP
Chrla Berber
Mike West
Ron Davie
Bobby Rogers
Jerrrelne Brown
55 METER DASH
Oelon frby
Lagrant Suggs
Stacy Whitehurst
Garrett Hines

A proud and victorious Scott Edgar lifts his 2-year-old son,
Scott William II, up the same as the Racer.head coach lifted
Murray State to t he top of the Ohio Valley .

Basketball Standings

5()-.4

S1acy Whltehurllt
Jermalne Wooda
Frank Bryan

.

Murray State
Aust in Peay

58-11
51·4 1/2

1st
2nd
3rd

RACEWN..K.
Maureen Ua
Sue Hoch
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ALCOHOL

Kf:iy P~lnts of the Drug.Free c8impu81
~rfree~lwoikptaca .· Potlcy

Continued from Page 1

·~~

the alcohol policy, the student
will be sent to talk to the hall
director or to the housing office.
" If it is the student's first
write-up, and they were only
caught in the hall with half a
beer, the punishment won't be
as bad as if they were caught
with a large amount of alcohol
or vandalizing," Rowland said.
If a student is caught with
alcohol a third time, the student is referred to the housing
office where he receives a
disciplinary warning.
The student may also be asked to help with Alcohol
·Awareness Week, work with
resident advisers on alcohol
awareness seminars or make
flyers t hat deal with alcohol
awareness upon the third time
they are caught with alcohol.
lf a student is found disobeying the alcohol policy a fourth
time, he may be kicked off campus or taken before the J udicial
Board. Rowland said.

TEAM
Continued from Page 1

ters of recommendation from
Dr. Martin Mitchell, assistant
professor of biology, a nd Dr.
Gary Boggess, dean of the Col·
lege of Science, to the USA Today committee.
His research on the effects of
enzyme inhibitors in several insects, partic u larly the
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Drosophila melanogaster, was
also reviewed by the committee. Ellerhuscb said the
research, conducted under the
direction of Mitchell, indicates
that the inhibitors could be used as insecticides.
MitcheJI said Ellerbusch is an
outstanding individual.
"Academically, he is very
strong. Michael is even more
impressive as a person," he
said.

Ellerbusch has been' accepted
into Southern Illinois University's medical school and is
waiting to hear from several
others, but has not decided
where to continue his
education.
Ellerbusch anticipates at
least seven more years of school
after he graduates from Mun·ay
State, including four years of
medical school and two or three
years of residency.

many are simply not reported,"
said Carl Martin, a detective
with public safety.
The number of reports to
counselors and those to the
police rarely match up because
when a victim goes to the
police, there is the risk of mental stress, Barrett said.
"At the Women's Center, we
are more empathetic to the victim," Barrett said. ''We are a
safe and less public alternative
that is sensitive to the woman's
perspective. Just by reporting
the rape, however, we get a bet-

ter idea of how many rapes occur," Barrett said.
Barrett said the Women's
Center offers many alter·
natives for victims of rape or
sexual harassment. A rape victim's support group meets on
Thursdays from 12:30 p.m. to
1:30 p.m. at the Center.
Victims can call the Center at
762-3016 or 762-6851 unti14:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
During the hours the Center
is not open, people can receive
help from Rape Victims Ser·
vices at 753-5777, which is a

.
#

Dig out yow· hat, put on your cowboy hoots
and get ready to "chase that neon rainbow"
because Alan Jackson is coming to Murray
State University's Racer Arena Sunday night.
The 6-foot-4-inch, blue-eyed blond fmm
Newnan, Ga., exploded into the country scene
in 1990 with his album, Here in the Real
World.
But Jackson's succesl:l story is not one of a
man coming to Nashville and being im·
mediately discovered.
'
Jackson and his wife, Denise, so ld
everything and moved to Nashville years
before anyone had even heard of him.
Jackson worked in the mailroom at the
Nashville Network and slowly made contacts.
He spent those pre·stardom days writing
music about everyday trials and tribulatons
and touring with his own band. For Jackson.
his hit Chasin' That Neon Rainbow was close
to being autobiographical.
After receiving four Country Music Award
nominations, three Academy of Country
Music nominations, two TNN/Music City
News nominations, · one American Music
Award nomination and winning R&R Best
New Artist of the Year, Top New Male Artist
of the Year from the Academy of Country
Music and Song of the Year for Here in the
Real World from Music City News Country
Songwriter Awards all within the year after
his debut album's release, it became apparent
that another Jackson album would be wellreceived by the public.
In May 1991, he released Don't Rock the
Jukebox . Jackson, who was nominated for best
country vocals-male, performed before an au·
dience of more than 10 billion people Tuesday

,...

Photo furn&hed by TRIAD ARnSTS, INC.

Tickets are still available for Sunday's perfor·
mance In the student activities office. The
cost is $12.50 for students and $16.50 for the
general public.

night at the Grammy Award Ceremony.
For a man who likes to go boating and cast a
line with the rest of America, success is a pleasant experience for him, his wife and his
daughter, Mattie Denise.
But .Jackson's success has been particularly
gratifying to fans who discovered him two
years ago while driving down the interstate,
tuning in their radios and heading for t heir
own neon rainbows.

..
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RAPES
Continued from Page 1

"These are just allegations,
however, and the charges are
usually dropped."
The gang rape was also
reported to public safety, hut
prosecution was never pursued,
said Joe Green, associate director of puhlid safety.
Public safety has documented
no increase in the number of
campus rapes.
"We've seen no increase, hut

24-hour crisis line.
Rep1·esentatives ofTer free
counseling, support groups, ac·
companiment to the hospital
emergency room, to the police
station or to court..
Carolyn Smith, executive
director of Rape Victims Services, said the first thing
representatives do when they
get a call from a victim is to
make sure she is safe.
ulf the rape has just happened, we try to persuade the vic·
tim to go to the emergency
room ~o' that she can be checked

for physical injury, venereal
disease and possible prebrnan·
cy," Smith said. "She won't be
able to tell at this point if the
attacker gave her any veQereal
disease, but when she come~
back for an additional test four
to six weeks after the rape
she'll be able to lind out if he
transmitted anything to her."
Smilh also snid thev en·
courage victims not to d~stroy
physical evidence such a s
clothing. The victim should also
not take a shower until she has
been to the emergency 1·oom.

After the initial shock is over, :
Smith said she recommends:
•
counseling.
"We try to give back to the ;
victim the control that the ~
rapist took away from her," she ~
said.
Green said there are many !
common sense ways of avoiding:
an attack.
•
''Preventive maintenance:
should be the first step," Green:
said. "You should monitor the•
places you go, the hours of your
activities and the persons you
associate with."

in concert

March 1
Racer Arena
TiCkets on sale now in the
SGAOffice
$12.50 students
$16.50 general public
All Seats General Admission

20% Off Spring Break 92

1205A Chestnut

...
•
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Jackson chases his neon
rainbow to Racer Arena
By SHERRY DICKINSON
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